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Hyde today aked to correct his testimony of yesterday before the committee on Insurance Investigation,
relative to offers for his Equitable
stock. He said he received four offers besides that of Mr. Ryan, which
was accepted.
The offers, which
were verbal, were from Harriman and
Frick. George Gould, Cage E. Tarbell
and George W. Young. The largest
price offered was $7,000,000, by Mr.
Young. The Gold and Harriman offers were $2,500,000 for half of the
stock, or $5,000,000 for all of It. These
were declined because he did not believe that one man should control the
society. He testified that the only offer made after Frlck's report was
Ryan's.

FOREIGN NEWS

NEW YORK CITY
McClellan and Hearst

COLLATED FOR

FOR

E

MAN

bank, between August

OF

BOOKS

last, whea
made,
and the day the bank closed Its doors.
This Information professes to com
from one of the directors of the Enterprise bank, who appeared to
surprised that no mention previously
been made or this incident in the
of the hank's accounts.
The finding of the books was st-er-al
days subsequent to the suicide of
Cashier Clarke, and a perusal of JVsin
has been of Invaluable assistance la
tracing to their source many of hs
fraudulent financial transactions that
wrought the wreck of the bank. It la
said that Examiner Moxey
carried
with him to Washington a complete
copy or these accounts, and upon them
the rederal government will base Its
criminal suits.
Just who will be hit by this contemplated action is a matter or conjecture. The presumption Is that Clark
had not sole knowledge or these books,
and was not the only person who mad
entires In them. It Is known that certain employes of the Enterprise bank
have been compelled to secure the receiver by giving Judgment notes and
making real estate transfers.
25

the federal examination was

INTO CLARKE'S

THAT SOUNDS

DECIDEDLY FISHY.
Pittsburg, Pa nov. 15. One of the
latest reports concerning the Enterprise bank is that Receiver Cunning
ham has in his possession a duplicate
set of books' kept by persons in the

Tampa, Fla., Nov! 15.
St. Louis, Mo., Nov. 15. United
The annual
State Fair, held under the auspices of StateB Court Judge Vande venter tothe Florida State Fair association, day overruled the demurrer filed yesopened here today, and Judging Trom
the large number or exhibits and at- terday to the indictment of United
tractions and the unusually large States Senator Burton, of Kansas.
number of people who have come here The trial or Senator Burton on the
from all parts of the state to attend charge of having used his lnflue
the opening of the fair, the latter before the postoftlce department it
prolmses to be the most successful in half of the Rlalto Orain and Se
the history of the state. In addition ties company, of St. Louis, to jre
t) the customary entertainment fea- the Issuance of a fraud order agi
tures there will be some exceptiou-all- that company, is set for next I
fine horse racing during the fair, day.
which will last until the end of the
month. The list of premiums for ail DAUGHTERS OF THE
classes is larger than ever before,
AMERICAN REVOLUTION.
and there Is a strong rivalry between
Macon, Oa., Nov. 15.
The annual
the various counties.
state convention of the Daughters of
the American Revolution of this state
MINING CONGRESS AT
opened here this morning with a large
EL PASO DOES LITTLE. and enthusiastic
attendance.
The
.

y

El Paso, Tex., Nov. 15. The American Mining Congress was in session
only fifteen minutes this afternoon.
Committees were appointed, and the
congress then adjourned to witness
the drilling contest, while the committees were at work.

memebrs were welcomed by the
mayor of the city, and arter the opening exercises were the guests of Mrs.
Mallory Taylor at luncheon.
Thle
evening Mrs. E. ,J. Wlllingham will
give a reception to the visiting members and still later in the evening the
reception tendered by the local post
Lead and Copper.
will be held at the Hotel Lanier. The
New York, Nov. 15. Lead, steady, convention will remain In session
15.15; copper, fie.OO.
three days.

FOR UNITY IN CHURCH ACTION
BUT NOT FOR ONENESS OF FAITH
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SOME ANTIS MET IN CONVENTION
AS

SCHOOL

LASTS THREE MONTHS.
The AtAtlanta. Us., Nov. 15.
under
lanta Bible school, conducted
the auspices of the Congregational
Methodist church, was opened today
for Its first term of three months. The
Rev. Holfe Hunt, editor of the Watchman and general manager of 'lie
school. Is highly gratified with the
largo number of applicants for admission to the new school. Owing to
only a
the limited accommodations,could
be
part of the applications
granted. It Is expected that by next
'
there will be sufficient Mom to
accommodate a large number of student?.
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Thousand Strikers

ARRESTED BY UNITED
OFFICERS, COMPRISE

BIBLE

BOMB

COUNT WITTE

AUTOCRAT

evelops that The three Puts arrested on Monday at
who were brought to
by Deputy
Hai ry Cooper and
ff and lodged In the county
ae leaders of the pueblo,
arrest has created con
among their red brothers,
lie men arrested, Jose Ruy
he governor of the pueblo,
jiife Manuel Yeba. is the medicine man ami ofiicial religious bead.
They were laken into custody immediately .at the condition on Monday
night of the annual harvest aanc
which began on Saturday, the warrants for their arrest having been Issued upon indicnents returned by
'he recent United States ;raml Jury,
charging them wi'h obstructing the
United States mails.
The offense occurred one day last
summer during the annual ccleoratlon
of a sacred dance of the Indians.
There is a star mail route that runs
directly through the pueblo. One day
while the dance was on in full I. last,
the mail carrier hove in sight, and
the Indians thinking be would probably interfere with the dance by riding through It, notified the governor
of their fears. He promptly ordered
out a detachment of bucks to meet
the mail carrier, plate him under ar-- i
rest, and hold him a prisoner until af-ter the dance was over, which order
was executed. As n result the mail
was delayed for some little time.
Th Indians will be given a hear
ing at the coming term of the United States court for this district, but
beyond a good scare by being confined In Jail for several weeks. It is
not thought that they will be further
prosecuted.
ATLANTA

FUND THAT

New York, Nov. 15. The examinaTokio, Nov. 15. Replying to the Imtion of election returns by the board perial message ordering his speedy
of canvassers was delayed today, It return to Toklo to render a personal
AND HIS
hing decided to stop al proceedings report of his recent actions, Field
until noon, when
the Mflcial tAlly Marshal Oyama has named November
sheets are expected to be produced.' 24 as the date of his departure from
Auiena lasi nigni, issued an Manchuria.
Walk Out Today justice
Three Hundred
order that these sheets should be
given to the board and this order was BOMB NEVER TOUCHED ME,
argued In the supreme court today.
NOW 8AYS FEHMI PASHA.
Demands Automony.
Constantinople,
McClellan Joins Hearst.
15. Fehml
Nov.
Mayor McClellan joined with Wil- Pasha, chief of the secret police of
Destroyed.
Vladivostok
liam R. Hearst today in requesting the palace, was the intended victim
the production of tire original tally of yesterday's bomb outrage, but he
sheets before the county board of escaped unscathed. The bomb did litand an application
for tle damage. It was thrown from the
CZAR TO GIVE HIS VAST LANDED ESTATE TO PEASANTS canvassers was
Immediately granted roof of a house as Fehml was passing
mandamus
by the supreme court. The board ad- In his carriage. An Armenian was
found in the house. It will be bad
journed until tomorrow.
St. Petersburg, Nov. 15. The strike and oppressed Poland with the iron
for the Amenlan.
has commenced promptly on the War- ring of martial law." The committee TWENTY-FIVTRUSTEES
saw & Baltic railways, and It is an- appealed to the strike committees
FOR CARNEGIE FUND. CONFERENCE BETWEEN
folthroughout
will
In
moveto
Russia
Join
others
the
JAPAN AND CHINA.
all
the
nounced that
New York, Nov. 15.
The twenty-fiv-e
Workmen at the Putlloff ment and also to the railroad men,
low suit.
Pekin. Nov. 15. The Japanese enacceptwho
prominent
have
men
and some other factories declined to with the view of bringing about an- ed the invitation of Andrew Carnegie voys will be given an audience tomorShould a general other general tie-uJoin the strike.
to act as trustees of the Carnegie row by the emperor. The conference
strike again spread over the country, VLADIVOSTOK STILL IN
Pension Fund of 110,000,000, set apart will open Friday. The greatest
be
must
position
government's
the
is maintained by both sides.
for the pensioning of college profesTHE
OF
GRASP
RIOTERS.
impotent
is
desperate.
It
rendered
Even well informed diplomas can
St. Petersburg, Nov. 15. The latest sors, will meet at Mr. Carnegie's only
now to deal with many of the ques-- (
on the probable results
from Vladivostok indicate house this afternoon, for the purpose of speculate
tlons confronting it, and it might be reports rioting
the conference.
sup- of conferring with the donor of the
yet
the
has
not
that
been
concesmaking
further
Into
terrorized
pressed.
Both the sailors and the fund, organizing the board and consions.
ferring In regard to the best niethoa OHIO RIVER NEEDS
artillerymen
fortress
participated
In
Georgia,
kingdom
of
ancient
The
nf mrrvlnir nut tha IntonMnnn nf thel
following the lead of Finland and Po- the outbreak. The commandant lost generous endowment.
Among The
his
head.
The
beyond
got
AID OF CONGRESS
situation
autonomy.
now
demanded
has
land,
pomlnent members of the board who
The attempt to restore order In the his control and energetic measures have been mentioned as possible canwere not taken until a large part of
government of Kutais,
The eleventh
Cairo, 111., Nov. 15.
had been destroyed. The pop- didates tor the chairmanship Is Presiwith Russian troops, has so inflamed the city Is
dent Henry S. Prltchett of the Massa- annual convention of the Ohio River
seeking
ulation
refuge
on
vessels
counmunicipal
populace
the
that
the
Institute of Technology. Improvement association, which was
has tele in the harbor. According to one re- chusetts
cil of Kutai, the capital,
Should ho be selected he would probhere last month, but was
graphed Count Witte and the viceroy port, 300 rioters, mostly sailors and ably have to give up his presidency to be held owing
postponed
to the strictness of
advising against further attempts at artillerymen, were killed or wounded of the Institute,
mainduring the first day of the outbreak.
the yellow fever quarptlne
coercion.
i
tained here, opened today. The meetONCE INDIAN AGENT FOH
EMPEROR GIVES HIS LAND
ing was called to order by Col. John
POLITICAL STRIKE TO
NEW MEXICO APACHES. I,. Vance of Columbus, O.. the presiAND THAT OF GRAND DUKES.
BECOME GENERAL TODAY.
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 dent of the association. The meeting
St. Petersburg, Nov. 15. The AssoSt. Petersburg, Nov. 15. The pro- ciated Press is informed
Snyder. Okla., Nov. 15. Col.
will last three danys and will, conhigh
from
a
letariat of St. Petersburg has summon source that a ukase will be Issued tosider many Important matters conH. Clark, a brevet brigadier
J.
ed another general political strike be- night whereby a large portion of the
general In the Confederate army, e" cerning the deepening of the channel
ginning today at noon. This move was imperial domain, which covers almost
of tho Ohio river, and In regard to
and formerly for a number of
decided upon late last night, by the a third pert of European Russia, and
years anent for the Mesralero
certain recommendations to be made
workmen's committee, which is now which at present is the property of
Apache Indians of Now Mexico,
to congress In this connection.
completely under the domination of the emperor and the grand dukes,
Is dead at his home lure, as;ed
the social revolutionists, the leaders will be given to the peasants.
4 72 years.
TWO POLISH POLITICIANS
of whom proclaim their ultimate oh-- ;
ARE ARRESTED IN WARSAW.
f
t
ject is the complete overthrow of the STRIKE ORDER MEETS
Nov. 15. Count Taszkie-wich- ,
Warsaw,
monarchy and the establishment of
WONDERFUL SUCCESS. GETS FIFTEEN THOUSAND
of I.ibiski, and M.
editor
the
a democratic republic.
St. Petersburg. Nov. 3 5. The order
FOR BREACH OF PROMISE.!
a manufacturer, both promiTheir proclamation says: "The im-- ' for a general strike was wonderfully
Chirano, Nov. Pi. A Juiy today' Jantzen.
perlal government continues to talk successful, aoo.ono men walking out. returned a verdict of $I5,0'H in favor; nent Polish politicians, were arrested
over our corpses. It court maitials At the Sangalll works there was a of MiMi Mabel Pi lancl. a k ;i n
John tills morning.
bold soldiers and sailors at Cronstadt, fight between the strikers and the O'Neil, a former alderman and a prom-- ,
who died in defense of their rights and ant i strikers, four men being killed inent coin i actor, ior in earn oi prom- Ml.--natural freedom. It encircles weak and ten more wounded with knives.
Ise of marriage.
Iieland was
IN
ago an Inmate of
several years

SERIOUS

AND MEDICINE

PENSION

WORSE TROUBLE FACES RUSSIAN

AT JEMEZ PUEBLO

GOVERNOR
OF TRIBE.

CARNEGIE'S

SETS

of Reader, About
SENATOR BURTON'S
FLORIDA STATE FAIR
Japan, China and
BEST IN ITS HISTORY
TRIALFOR MONDAY
Turkey.

Original
Tally Sheets.

ALL ARE EXCLUDED
EXCEPT FINE TERRIERS.
Boston, Mass., Nov. 15.
The
specialty show of the Boston Terrier
Club opened here today at the Mechanics' building. There Is 'a fine exhibition of Boston terriers of the various classes approved by the American
Kennel Club and a good list of general and special prizes.

STATES

LOOKING

TWO

Each Benefit

Asks For

TELLS WHAT
HE HAPPENED TO KNOW.
New York, Nov. 15. E. H. Harriman
was called to the stand this afternoon on the insurance Investigation.
Harriman testified that five per cent
of the participation in the Union Pacific syndicate was offered James B.
Hyde, but that Hyde said he could not
sign such a large thing and would interest the Equitable Society. Harriman said he had Hyde sign. the. syndicate agreement in his individual
capacity, becau.se nobody would want
to go Into the syndicate with a corporation, but he knew none of Hyde's
money went into the syndi. personal
cate.

INDIANS

ABOUT

Pittsburg. Pa., Nov. 15. Anothe"
suit on four notes aggregating 190,-13wag entered
today by Kecelver
John B. Cunningham, of the defunct
Enterprise bank, against William H.
Andrews.

A STORY

THINGS HAPPEN IN

HARRIMAN

QUITE

STORY

PRIVATE BUSINESS.
Pittsburg, Pa.. Nov. 15. The private
papers or T. Lee Clarke, the dead
National
cashier of the Enterprise
bank of Allegheny, which are under
examination by the appraisers appointed to determine the value of Clarke's
estate, are said to show that Clarke's
outside financial transactions began
seven years ago, and that he was interested In many corporations, Including several mining ventures. Among
his holdings at the time of his death,
it is said, was a half interest In a
string of high bred Kentucky horses.

HYDE GOES AGAIN ON
STAND AND EXPLAINS.
New York, Nov. 15. James H.

BECOMES

He Owes.

CASHIER LEE CLARKE HAD MANY IRONS IN FIRE

for

New York. Nov. 13. Former Governor B. B. Odell, Jr., today requested
Chairman Armstrong of the insurance
Investigating committee, to call him
before the committee and give him
opportunity to testify under oath In
reply to the testimony of Mr. Hyde
yesterday. Hyde testified that Odell
threatened to have the charter of the
Mercantile Trust company revoked unless he was Indemnified for. losses he
sustained in the ship building trust,
and that $75,000 was paid Odell after
he had the bill Introduced In the legislature to repeal the charter.

TROUBLE

MORE BY RECEIVER CUNNINGHAM
This Time it is For Nearly One Hundred Thousand
Dollars Which It is Claimed '

Picture of the Russian Man of theliour
Especially For the Readers of this Newspaper.

Special

During the past two years all sorts of likenesses of Scrglus Wltte, the
man of the hour In Russia, have been printed, libeling his personal appearance In various degrees.
When upon his return to St. Petersburg from Portsmouth, N. Hi, he
wag appointed count by the czar, the editor of this newspaper wrote Count
Wltte and asked him, for purpose of publication, the photograph of him-sel- f
which he liked the best.
The editor of The Evening Citizen has just, received by mall the accompanying autograph-photograph- ,
and the following letter of reply:

TESTIMONY

NUMBER 280

DELEGATE ANDREWS SUED SOME

BEST LIKED, OFFICIAL PHOTOGRAPHIC LIKENESS

Wants to Contradict

HYDE tXPLMNS

EVENING, NOVEMBER 15, 11)05.
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AND

ANTI-RAT- E

Washington, D. C, Nov. 15 With
the approach of the time for the reconvening of congress the Interest in
the problem of railroad rate legislation Is Increasing.
It is generally
understood that the matter will come
up shortly after the opening of the
session of congress, and that something will be done soon. The
bill, which has passed the
house, and is now in the hands of the
on
Committee
Senate
Interstate
in.
Commerce, is not satisfactory
many respects, and will probably
have a hard time in the senate, even
If the committee should report favorably of the bill, which is nut considered likely.
The Senate Committee ou Interstate Commerce, of which Senator
is cnairman, has been called for
a meeting this afternoon, and nearly
all of the members of the committee
era bee, ready to attend the meet
d

s

hitnio nnri

r-

II

lorl thcpA

II

ing.

Senator Foraker of Ohio, who Is
one of t.ie most prominent members
of the committee, and strongly opposed to the plan of President Roosevelt, to confer the rate making power
upon the Interstate Commerce Commission, is in town, and will undoubtedly take a decided stand in the matter when It comes up before the committee.
PHILANTHROPIST

POST

FOR LABOR AND CAPITAL.
St. Louis, Mo., Nov. 15. The third

annual
convention of the National
Citizens' Industrial association open-etoday with 4'mi delegates present.
President C. W. Post, in outllnging the
objects of the association, (.aid:
to
"This is not an organization
tear down labor organizations or fight
labor. Our position is rather of an
intermediary between capital and labor. We want to strengthen both
and build them up."

MAKE GOOD ESCAPE

Havana, Nov. 10. The residents
of tlie Ule of Pines have issued a dec-

laration of Independence from Cuba,
and have organized a new government
as a United States territory. A dele-Kat- e
Special to The Citizen.
will be sent to
to congress
Hanta Fe, N. M Nov. 15. Not
Washington in order to have questhe slightest clue has been found
tions affecting the future of the Islto the bandits who on Monday
and discussed before the house of
ninht held up and robbed Agent
representatives.
Wilson, of the Santa Fe Central
Mass meetings were held under the
railway at Willard station, and
relieved blm of a large sum of i name of territorial conventions and
money. General Manager S. B. 'i otlii ials were appointed to fill all positions excepting those to be filled by
(irimuhaw, of the Central, ac- the president, under the constitution
companled by a detachment of
of the United States. Elections were
tho territorial mounted police,
ordered on Tuesday, next, for memblood- and the penitentiary
bers of the legislature. Official notice
hounds, has been at the scene of
of the action taken has been sent to
hold-ufor the past thirty-sihours, but has met with no clue 4 President Roosevelt, in a letter, explaining that the people on the islas yet. It is now believed that
and had purchased their homes under
the men rodn away on horses,
and that with the big start they 4 tho treaty of Paris, believing the island to bo United States territory, and
had, that by this time they are
beyond the boundaries of New 4 that they now asked for a "square
Mexico, and have crossed the 4 deal.".
of the residents of
Fully
line.

4

x

Te;

immtuttifi

or representatives
of
Protestant
churches ever held In this country
convened here this morning at Carnegie Hall to consider the subject of
forming a federation of all the Protestant churches of this country.
There are about seven hudred delegates in attendance,
representing

Churches,
did

an

unofficial body, which

a great deal to bring the various

denominations into closer contact and
to establish a better understanding
between the various churches.
The
present conference is the first, to
which the various denominations represented In it have officially appointed delegates.
This
is In no sense an
twenty-seveProtestant denomina- attempt conference
bring
to
religious
the
numbering
in the aggregate liodies of the countryvarious organizations,
between 18,ooi),00o
and 20,000,000 tion. It is the hope ofintothe leaders
members of congregations.
that the conference may
a
For a number of years there has permanent organization of create
been a constant and, general move- which will bring the variouschurches,
ment among the religious bodies of inations into better and closerdenomrelathis country toward
and tions than ever before existed; an orfederation; the desire for concerted ganization
will
that
make it possible
action in Christian work with a view to voice the
attitude of the United
to the spiritual welfare rf the whole Christian
churches on great questions,
nation. The movement found expres- social, ethical,
economic ami resion, several years ago, In the organ ligious.
ization of the National Federation of
Among the speakers who will address the conference are the foremost
men In nearly every Protestant r- i llgioiis
ImhIv in
the United States,
i ii
j Among
in are five bishops of the
Episcopal Church, six bishops of the
j Methodl.-- t
church, three of the Meth- church. South: two Moravian
CUBA odist
bishops and one each from the United
Hrethern, Reformed Episcopal and
African Methodist bodies.
There
the movement to sever relations with will ulso be many prominent laymen,
Cuba waB fomented by U American among them Vice President Fairclub.
banks, Governor Hlggina, Mayor McS. M. Pearcy, vice president of the Clellan, Justices Harlan and llrewer,
Isle of Pines company, which con- of the United States Supreme Court;
e
trols 150,000 acres out of a total of Secretary of Slate Root, Senator
of Indiana, Judge drosscup of
about 700,000 on the island, said:
"We are fighting for Justice. Gen- Chicago, Judge Cray of the United
eral Leonard Wood sold us out, lock States Circuit Court, John Wana-makestock and barrel, for two coaling
and others of equal promiafter he had assured us that the nence. The colleges and universities
Island would be retained by the Unit- will be represented among the speaked States."
ers by Presidents King of Oberlin,
Tucker of Dartmouth, France of
CONGRESS MAY REVERSE THE
Brown. Hall of Union Seminary, and
LATE SECRETARY OF WAR. Prof. Van Dyke of Princeton.
Washington, I). C Nov. 15. SurAmong
the subjects which will
prise was caused here by the report- come up for consideration and dised erection of a territorial govern- cussion will be the relations
of a
ment on tha Isle of Pines. It can be United Church to Evangelism; to the
seceders will Society Order; to Home and Forelga
said that the would-breceive no encouragement from the Missions; tit Religious Kducstlon; and
administration Socretary of State to the Fellowship of Faith; the
Root, when secretary of war, emphatunity of Christianity; the reically decided that the isi of Pines lation of the church to the National
belonged to Cuba, "as a matter of Life; the Kingdom of Cod; and the
right, as a matter of iuterun'i"-- "' '
Transcendant
Aim of the United
Church.
n

AGAINST GOVERNMENT OF

WILLARD BWD1TS
ANTI-UNIO- N

The most imgathering

ISLE OF PINES

S

housekeeper after Mr'. O'Neil obtained a divorce.

New York, Nov. 15.

portant Interdenominational
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the man who rhotild bo working for yon?
the man win would gladly lend you moneyT
ti J wculil
like to buy your horse?
the n. m
the man who would buy an Interest In your
the man who would buy that lot of ground?
the man who would buy your old bicycle
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BO YOU WANT THE,
NAME AND ADDRESS

HOLD-U- P

NEW BANK ORGANIZED
AT SPRINGER.
Jjncal And outside- capital this week Pointed
Guns
Railroad
orcanlzcd tho State hank of Springer,
new
bank
He
ForkThe
pays the Stockman.
Agent's Head
will be In oporfation nliout the first of
ed Uver Money Sack.
the year. If is capitalized for $30.-ohto start with. The directors for
first six months nre M. M. Salazar,
the ......
r
u n A Qi.l.minn
s.
M1t.u..fn
WtKt ALL MAiKED
Kloersheim. and Dennis J. Devlne will BANDITS
six
for the first
he llie cashier
-

KVEXI-Nf-

Und Surplus

MEXICO

$100,000

T

tral railway company at Willard Na- i
tion, as lie was leaving the depot at
o'clock Monday night.
that place, at
Funds amount in to about Jli'fi were
taken lie;, tile ai;ent. The nw-- then
srsAiN brokers
Interest Allowed on Savings Deposits
r.'E
forced I. mi. at lie point of n i'eolver,
I with rnany i'nuilrvT
to gun.
Wfl nro nnftf-ne
to waik a mile down the track and to p!r nt-- f'T In k'
r,""'''',f", l"ii c ii.ivn not on Furniture, Pianos, Organs, Horses,
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Mills will lecture at Colombo hail
Vravmra Citom will ba oVItrarad in th. on Socialism.
Tn
Mv a tka kow rata of 90 eanta par weak, or for
November 23 Ant the Lead Ave4b pmr asaata. whan paid monthly.
Episcopal
church,
nue Methodist
"Hobert Mdntyre." the noted lecturer.
Ifartlilnj KtUt Made Know, cn Appllratloi,
December 5 "Marriage of Kitty."
December 7 "Two Merry Tramps."
December 8 "Cousin Kate."
I wfll aanfar a farar by aatifrtaa u
December Ifi "Mahara Minstrels."
of tha paper.
tatai? an any
December 25 "Hooligan In New"
tattara aad ramiittancaa ahould b addraaaad ti York."
December 27 "Hans Hanson."
PtiBLaHrwa Company. Drafta.
21-2-
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farms will always be open to Ih3fec
tion.
HARD
of
It Is predicted by the official
FROM BIRTH TO DATE
the Santa Fe that the Innovation To refuse certain articles of food at
will result In bringing thousands of meal time.
You want them, but
HOW THE GREAT RAILROAD
settlers to New Mexico and Arizona. there's tho distress that always follows.
FROM SMALL EEGINNING
.Heartburn.
Bloating, Headache, Cramp or Vomiting make you
A
BECAME
LEADING
WORLD FAST TIME ON THE
ROAD,
PENNSYLVANIA
feel miserable. In
V.' )WER.
News comes from Chicago that the
Pennsylvania special, the first train
HOSTETTER'S
f9 years.
to make the run between Chicago and
'in in New Jersey,
New York In eighteen hours, has the
STOMACH" BITTERS
s father was a poor
remarkable record of being on time In
ent ta New York In his 'teens, 138 out of 142 days. In none of the you'll find sure relief.
It strengthens
, became a broker.
four days that it was late was it de the digestive
gans and thus pre
' watlsflpd with the scope of his layed
more than thirteen minutes. vents these ailments which will de
V
Tate business, he became a prl- - That delay was caused by the derail velop Into Chronic Dyspepsia
If not
c banner.
lng of a freight train near Chicago.
attended to at once. Try a bottle and
. p bank tiad a profitable client, In
test It for yourself. All druggists and
"W
:. Vanderbllt.
The management of the Denver & dealers.
1 .iterert
the board of directors of Rio Grande railroad has placed the
the Illinois Central
railroad, when matter of hiring operators
in tuo
hands of the superintendent of tele INTERESTS INFLUENCED
graph. Heretofore, It has been the
BY RYAN IN WALL ST.
custom for the chief dispatchers of
divisions to hire the operators. It Is
Mr. Ryan has been described
by
thought that this action will prevent
discharged men from finding employ men who know him well as the most
ment on any portion of the road. Pre daring plunger in New York, He Is
viously, If an operator was removed not so much a speculator In shares as
from a division he could move from he Is a manipulator of corporations.
to tome other division, as he was not He organizes, or reorganizes, or buys
known to that dispatcher, and secure control, and then steps In and manlp-lateHe louglit another, a smaller
work.
'
Insurance company, one day. There
r
Is no telling 'what he will buy next.
M. E. Moon, of the
studio of this city, has returned from He seems to have a mania for adding
where he has been corporations to his string. Already
the Belen cut-of- f
for several days on business for sev- he Is at the head of one of the greatest
Journals. groups in the inetroKlls, embracing
eral eastern engineering
Mr. Moon secured a number of very not only railways and Industrials, but
E. H.HARRIMAN.
fine pictures of the bridges being in the field of finance alone rising to
The "Allied
Stujvesant Fish became Its president". placed in the Abo canyon, and re mammoth proportions.
In 1882.
ports that the work of hanging these Interests" which are known In the
Was a decided factor In the exten- Immense steel structures is among financial district to belong to the
sion of the Illinois Central and the the most wonderful engineering feats Ryan group are thus catalogued:
Equitable Life Assurance aoclety,
trebling of Its capitalization.
of the twentieth century'.
$414,000,000,
Became a director In the Union
company,
Mutual Life Insurance
Fe mechanical
A party of Santa
Pacific.
Got Rockefeller, Gould. Fish and men, with headquarters on the coast $441,000,000.
National Bank of Commerce,
Schiff Into a deal with him to pur-- , lines, who have been in Topeka the
chase the control of the Independent , past few weeks In conference with
Equitable Trust company, $52,000,-000- .
Al in road for 42,000,0O0 caRh.
General Manager J. E. Hurley, passed
Refunded the old bonds of fhlsroad, through the city last night on their
,
Washington Life Insurance
and sold new ones, clearing $6,000,000. way home. While here the gentle
$18.000.0no.
men were entertained by Master Me
for his syndicate.
Mercantile Trust company, ftHt.OOO,-000- .
Was placed at the head of the exec- chanic Hicks, of the local shops.
utive committee of the Union Pacific
Morton Trust company. $61,000,000.
Frank Victory, a Dawson brakeman
uireciors, ana wnn Horace u. uari BeGuarantee Trust company, $48,000,-000- .
lt an the mammoth task of rebuilding tells the News that it Is his Informs
tion that track work contract between
it.
Total, $1,354,000,000.
Started to build Into San Francisco Tucumcari and Santa Rosa has been
Here is an aggregate of assets exfrom Utah, but at C. P. Huntington's awarded to John Welch. The piece
death was able to buy the Central of road is to be put in good condition ceeding by two hundred millions or
dollars the combined deposits of the
at the earliest time possible.
Pacific and Southern Pacific.
associated banks of New York City.
At his suggestion, the Southern Pa
of General No one supposes that Mr. Ryan conMiss Wells, daughter
ciftc bougTit a controlling interest In
of
the Pacific Mail Steamship company. Manager Arthur G. Wells, of the trols all of these concerns. Some
exerRebuilt the Central Pacific at great Santa Fe coast lines, arrived in the them he controls; in others he group
city from the west last night and will cises strong influence. In the
expense.
In 1901 tried to buy control of the; be the guest of Miss Gladys Childera, lie is probably by long odds the
personality. It is quite unNorthern in opposition to Hill and of West Railroad avenue, for a week. strongest
necessary to point out that these figMorgan, following which came the
One of the Rock Island's lfiOO en- ures and facts spell one word, and
great panic In Wall street, when "Nipa gines was derailed in the west end of that word Is power.
per" went up as high as $1,000
Where will Mr. Ryan's ambition
the Dawson yards at Tucumcari last
share.
Sunday, causing about $450 damage stop? , It Is impossible to say. With
It took a Dawson engine and another this as a foundation, most anything
NO RITES
FOR ITHE TMORMONS
is within his reach. He is ambitious,
1600 to pull it bacK on the track.
tireless, persistent. He is now among
Railroad literature and language is the leaders. In five years he will be
PASSENGER ASSOCIATION
WILL
at the very top. From "Ryan: A New
NOT
CLASS
THEIR MISSION- in a class by itself. Such time card
expressions as "train No. 1 eats at Al- Power In Finance," by "An Obeserver
ARIES AS CLERGYMEN.
In
the American
buquerque," must not be taken too lit- In Wall Street.
Monthly Review of Reviews, for Sep
At Its monthly meeting just ended erally.
tember.
at Chicago, the Central Passenger asa
A. S. Rankin, a Santa Fe railway ofsociation, of which the Atchison,
offGOVERNMENT FAVORS ROSWELL
& Santa Fe and the Rock Island ficial of Topeka, was transacting
roads are members, disposed of an icial business in Albuquerque today.
. TORRANCE MAIL ROUTE
unusually
large amount of routine
business, but there were no sensaLOCAL PARAGRAPHS
As usual, the
tional developments.
NEW ROUTE WILL BE OF LITTLE
Nickel Plate was accused of resortBENEFIT TO ALBUQUERQUE AS
ing to rate manipulation, and the
A. C. Abeytia, mayor of Socorro, la
RESULT OF POOR SERVICE ON
stereotyped excuse was offered that in the city, accompanied by Mrs.
SANTA FE CENTRAL.
the heads of the company did not Abeytia.
know what their subordinates were
Mrs. W. E. Martin, of Socorro, wife
The much talked of mall route by
doing until it was too late to lock the of the clerk of the court of the Third automobiles from Torrance to Roswell
door.
Judicial district, passed up the road will most likely become a reality next
Although a majority of the eastern yesterday for Santa Fe, and will re- June. The matter has been considered
roads were in favor of declaring aj main there several weofts as the guest favorably by the postofflce department
boycott against the Great Northern of Mr." and Mrs. H. O. Bursum and at Washington, and the route will be
Steamship company for paying com- Mr. and Mrs. Wu D. Newcomb.
established if the bids for the contract
E. J. .Wilson, recently with the Ar- are not exorbitant.
missions to ticket agents, it was
finally decided to postpone d.astlcj mour Packing company at Pueblo,
Although such a route will be of
action until the allegations of the of-- j Colo., arrived in the city last night to material advantage to the people at
company
had
departsteamship
sales
city
the
charge
flcials of the
of
take
Santa Fe and along the Santa re Cen- I
ment of the Albuquerque agency, as- trl, It will bo of little advance to
been investigated.
The application of the Mormon mis- sisting Mr. Sutherland, who has had Albuquerque. The mall system in
sionaries for clergy rates was odt charge of the New Mexico agency the vogue on the Central Is so arranged
request on behalf past three months.
granted. A
that all mail passing' from east to
of the deaconf. and other representa"The Marriage of Kitty, announced west ahd from west to east must nec
church'
early
Catholic
attractions
tives of the Christian
as among one of the
essarily pass through the postofflce
of Zion was declined on its general to come to this city, was the most at Santa Fo. Why this should be so,
con-i
it
to
wherever
decided
was
success
It
character, but
nobody seems able to explain, but any
marked comedy
tlnue to give clergy rates to Dr. was seen last season. It will be pre- letter mailed In Albuquerque for any
of
Murry's
members
by
Jules
Dowie and to such other
sented in this city
point on the Santa Fe Central must
his church as are engaged exclusively comedy company, this time headed by first go to Santa Fe to get on the
Kitty,
part
have
of
Incomes
in religious work and
Alice Johnson in the
Santa Fe Central, and vice versa, a
from no other source.
and last season's success is a positive letter mailed at any point on the Cenfor
in
store
guarantee of the pleasure
pass
tral for Albuquerque must
local theater goers with this year's through the Santa Fe office en route
IMPROVEMENT AT SHAWNEE.
presentation.
to its destination. Consequently a let
Richard Huber, a member of the ter mailed In Albuquerque will reach
reAND
police,
HOUSE
has
New Mexico mounted
SANTA FE ROUND
Roswell, via El Paso as quickly as It
THER BUILDINGS HAVE BEEN turned to Santa Fe after spending the will when the Torrance-Roswel- l
route
vicinpast week in Albuquerque and
COMPLETED.
Is installed.
ity, gathering together witnesses in
The Santa Fe Railroad company the Claude Doane murder case which
LEGAL NOTICE.
l
twenty-stalround
has completed its
will come up for hearing at the next
Shawnee
yards
will
at
and testament of Elizabeth
house In the south
term of court for McKinley county, Last
Baxter, deceased.
Okla., and Is now engaged in install- which convenes a week from Monday
To James H. Smith, executor, Mary
ing a complete outfit of heavy machin-- ' at Gallup. Doane is now confined in
cry which will be used in repairing the penitentiary at Santa Fit await- A. Connett, Ellen Van Hulen, Elizabeth Mall, John I). Baxter, Letty Norand rebtiililing the engines and cars ing trial.
r f the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe,
A party of ilie local sports have man, Esther Smith, devisees, and to
which ends here, and the Gulf. Co- rented a portion of the "Doc." Bledsoe all whom it may concern:
You are hereby notified that the last
lorado & Santa Fe, which begins its ranch, north of (he city, and have
Texas division here. The water tank, flooded a large tract ami are using will and testament of Elizabeth Baxburning
ter,
oil
late of the county of Bernalillo
it as a site for a duck pond. Shooting
the oil tanks for the
power house, station, yard, of- has been wry good for the past few and territory of New Mexico, deceased.
$150,000,
costing
fice, two new depots,
days and the numbers are bagging Ins been produced and read In the
and all other buildings except those nice strings of ducks. The, member- probate court of the county of Berfor the shops ami boiler house have ship of the club Is limited to fifteen nalillo, territory of New Mexico, at
been completed.
leading business men. M. Nash, Wil- an adjourned regular term thereof,
liam Gepford, Henry Westerfelil, Har- held on the 7th day of November, 19u5, '
ry Johnson and others are members and the day of the proving of said
THE SANTA FE TO TRY
alleged la.-- t will and testament was by
CAMPBELL SYSTEM. of the club.
I. ('. Neeland, the miner and pros- order of the Judge of said court there-- j
Model farms, conducted under the
Campbell dry farming system, are to pector, who has made considerable upon fixed for 1Monday, the 7th day of
term of said court,
be established by the Santa Fe rail- money the past few years selling prop- January, A. I).
way company at points along its line erties, is In the city, coming in from at lit o'clock in the forenoon of saM
Definite announce- l.os Angeles last night. While at Ixjs day.
In New Mexico.
Given under my hand and the seal
ment of this plan has been made at Angeles the visitor visited his brother
this court this 7th day of Novemthe Chicago office of the big corpora-- John C. Neeland, formerly of this city, of
but for the past couple of years in, the ber. A. I). 190,1.
ion.
J. A. SUMMERS,
J. I Donahue, vice president of the grocery business in Los Angeles. U
Probatp Clerk.
(Seal)
Colonial Securities company of Ra- C. Neeland's recent mine ventures
ton, is In Chicago conferring with the were in Death valley of Nevada, where
Son
Mother.
Lost
officers of the company regarding the he located and worked a mine, and
"Consumption runs in our family,
establishment of the farms. It is later sold it for quite a nice profit.
through It I lost my mother,"
the company's plan to demonstrate He will remain here a few days and and
writes E. B. Reld, of Harmony. Me.
done
be
can
on
then
what
continue
model
north
with
farms
to the Colorado "For the past five years, however,
under the Campbell system. These mining districts.
on the slightest sign of a Cough or
Cold, I have taken Dr. King's New
Discovery for Consumption,
which
has saved me serious lung trouble."
His mother's death was a sad loss for
Mr. Reld, but he learned that lung
trouble must not 'be neglected, and
how to cure it. Quickest relief and
cure for coughs and colds. Price 60c
11.00; guaranteed at all druggists.
No Need to Be Alarmed About Stomach Troubles if You and
Trial bottle free.
HARROVIAN'S

HISTORY

IT'S SO

PAQB

THREE.

ALBUQUERQUE IS GROWING FASTER THAN

MAG-f.AT-

iRiiill

OTHER CITY IN THE SOUTHWEST

ANY

Surer Opportunities Now Offered to Make a Fortune in
Real Estate Than Ever Before.
HERE IS A CHANCE

FOR EVERY WORKING MAN TO BECOME

INDEPENDENT

s.

.

Moon-Kelehe-

A man with a moderate

salary

ter within ten years.

four or live lots right now, before the
day, can make himself rich in
The Surety Investment company la prices are advanced, and your Invest
years IF HE WILL NOW BUY CHEAP offering 200 choice
residence ment will earn you 100 per cent In m
SUBURBAN LOTS IN THE CITY OF lots in the Eastejn Addition to the short time.
ALBUQUERQUE. If you can spare a Highlands,
(South Broadway, Arno,
Look for the Man With the White
few dollars each week or month, go Edith and Walter streets), at $100,
Horse.
to-

ten'

60-fo-

the

rr

srrnuntla

from

flnniti

nmln.

o'clock, noon, to show Us
exact location of the different tot
9

to

12

The downtown office will also beopo
Saturday and pay day evenings, matt

9 o'clock.
Call any time and get
Into real estate on the installment $150 and $200 per lot, on the installFor the convenience of those who small map of the addition. 110 South
plan. The suburbs of today will be ment plan; $10 down, and balance In are busy during the week, the com- Second street. D. K. B.
SELLERS,
within four blocks of the business cen-- ' payments of only $1 per week. Buy pany will have a representative
on
Manager.
I

$251.-000.00-

CERTAIN RESULTS.

A

"com-pany-

I

To-pek-

Albuquerque Citizens Know
How Sure They Are.
Nothing uncertain aliout the work
of Doan's Kidney Pills in Albuquerque. There la plenty of positive proof
of this in the testimony of citizens.
Such evidence should convince ' the
most skeptical sufferer.
Read the
following statement:
B. H. Thomas, rooming house 609
South Second street, says: "I have
read somewhere that backache was
generally an indication of kidney complaint, and when there was added to
it trouble with the kidney secretions
the signs were unmistakable.
When
I contracted a cold 'both these annoyances existed and for eight months,
if one attack ceaeed, another was sure
to follow, so that I can consistently
say I was almost bothered continually. I finally went to the Alvarado
pharmacy for Doan's Kidney Pills and
took the remedy. It did exactly as
annoyance
promised stopped the
very promtly and effectively."
For saJe by all dealers. .Price 50
Co., Buffalo, N.
cents. Foster-MllburY., sole agents for the United States.
Remember the name Doan's and
61
take no other.
Marty

n

New Tailor 8hop.
J. Morelll, the well known tailor
has reopened a tailor shop on North
First street, where he Is ready to
clean, press and repair ladies' and
gents' clothing. Suits made to order.
Patronage of former customers solicitA.

ed.

Spend your leisure time at the pool
hall at No. 115 West Railroad avenue.

Big Book House Failed

N

STOCK MUST BE 80LO AT ONCE
AT FROM 10 TO 50 CENTS ON
THE DOLLAR.

THESE ARE SAMPLE PRICES.
Late copyrights were $1.60. Our
price 38 cents. List includes "The
Christian," "Call of the Wild." "Brewster's Millions," "Graustark," "The
Castaway," David Harum," etc. En.
cyclopedia Brittanica, 10 vols., half
leather, regular $36.00, our price $7.75.
Charles DlckenB complete works, II
vols., regular $15.00, our price. $2.95.
Xmas Special.
WORLD'S BEST
POETS, Shakespeare, Longfellow and
48 others.
Le Luxe edition.
Full
leather, padded, pure gold edges, regular $1.50; our price, 70 cents each.
Every book guaranteed to be new,
perfect and satisfactory,
or your
money back without question or quibbling.
Practically any book or set of books
you want at a fraction of the retail
price while they last. Get our free
bargain list before ordering.
Save 60 to 90 per cent on Christmas
books.
Write for It today.
THE DAVID B. CLARKSON CO.,
Dept. 4.
Chicago, III.

(In effect November 12, 1905.)
Eastbound.
No. 2, Atlantic Express, arrives 7:65
a. m., departs 8:30 a. m.
No. 4, Chicago Limited, arrives 11:59
p. m., departs 12:09 a. m.
No. 8, Chicago & Kansas City Express, arrives 6:45 p. m., departs

7:45

p.

.

No. 10, Chicago Fast Mall, arrives
6:50 a. ni-- , departs 7:30 a. m.

Westbound.

No. 1, California Express, arrives 7:30
P. m., departs 8:15 p. m.
No. 3, California Limited, arrives"
11:10 a. m., departs 11:20 a. m.
No. 7, Mexico & California Express,
arrives 10:45 p. m., departs 11:69.
No. 9, Fast Mail, arrives 11:35 p. m.

8outhbound.

No. 9, Mexico Express,

departs

Guaranteed by J. H. O'Reilly & Co.

Use
Shortness

of breath,

black specks

ffore the eyes, furred tongue,

dizzi-

ness, belching of gases or sour food,
weakness and debility are all signs of
catarrh f the stomach. There is no
need to be unduly alarmed for this
It
disease can be cured by
is the only r niedy that strikes at the
toot of the evil and actually cures the
iWe

PEOPLE DESIROUS OF LEARNING SPANISH, ADDRESS, P. O. BOX
It does not contain opium in any 226, OR CALL AUTO. 'PHONE 46Q.
form, acids, alcohol, or any other
harmful drug or chemical. It is a pure
remedy that heals the irritated muRUB ON
cous meiiibiaue, stimulates the solar
pl xiib and aids digestion.
Ask J. 11. O Kielly Ac Co.. to show
you the guarantee under which they
It costs but 50 cents a
sell
box, and your money is returned if it
and the Rheumatism's gone.
does not help you.

"PainkUk?

Free

The merchant
named below wilt
give a beautiful Price & TeepU Ms
east of
Albuquerque.
hogany Piano, to the lodge, church
No. 1 runs direct to Los Angeles.
school, club or other organization of
No. 7 runs direct to San Francisco.
;
No. 3 runs direct to Los Angeles and
Albuquerque that is voted and electSan Francisco.
'
"I Thank the Lord!1"
All trains dally.
ed the moat popular. Tho contest la
cried Hannah Plant, of Little Rock,
H. S. MJTZ, Agent.
rk.. " for the relief 1 got from Buck-len'- a
now open, and closes on December W;
Arnica Salve. It cured my fear-tu- l
Sale Remnants Dress Goods.
ruunmg sores, which nothing else
Be sure and look at the Bargains we 1905.
The piano Is on exhibition at
would heal, and from which I had suf- are offering in Remnants of all wool
the Globe store, where It may be awsaj
fered for five yeara." It is a marvel- Dress Goods on Sale at about
f
ous healer for cuts, burns and wounds. actual value, at The Oolden Rule Dry
by all. One vots Is given free to evGuaranteed by all druggists; 25c.
Goods Co.
erybody, with every twenry-rlv- s
cent
one-hal-

cash sale,

the only provision beting
that when you need the goods anyway, you trade with the merchants

Social Tragedy

named below.

A ballot box la piasasT

at J. H. O'RIelly

& Co's.

drug stars,

where all votes must be deposited.
sure and get your voting tickets.
List of Merchants Issuing Tickets.
Bakery

iJ.t

t1UIIV,
tlons of the season, a noted spclety woman started
suddenly from her chair with a scream of agony and
fell Insensible to the floor.
A few hours later the distinguished physician told
her anxious husband that she was suffering from an
acute case of nervous prostration brought on
by female trouble, and hinted at an
rortunately a
operation.
friend advised her to try
T

111

II IC UUU31 Ulf UllC

H- --

f

U!

iv.
II1C

.4 Ul tlllclWl
U1U31

Pioneer Bakery.
Bicycles and Kodaks F. J. Houston,
,

J

SUV,1L1

Books and Stationery
aon & Co.

yp

kTj

Pinkham's
Vegetable

Dentistry
Drugs
Dye

jr

to-da-

VV'.-Jaf-

W7

Dea Mas. Pinkkam :
! wu troubled for eleht ysars with lrr(ularltles which broke
down my system and brought on extreme nervousness and hysteria. I could neither
enjoy my meals nor sleep nights, became easily Irritated and nervous and very despond
ent Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound proved to be the only medicine which
helped mt. After taking the third bottle, my general health began to Improve. At the
end of the fifth month I was well and could attend to my household and social duties and
enjoy lift.
Mas. Chsstss Cuaay, 42 Saratoga Street, Bast Boston, Mass.

JSl
X

m

Mrs. Curry, whose portrait appears on the right, Is the leader of
the Ladies' Symphony Orchestra. Th following letter Is from Miss
Coode, President of the Bryn Mawr Lawn Tennis Club of Chicago:
Dexa Mrs. Pimkham :
I tried many different remedies te try to build up my system,
which had become run down from loae of proper rest and unseasonable hours, but
rothlng seemed to help me. Mother Is a great advocate of Lydia Pinkham's Vegetable
Compound for female troubles, having used M herself some years ago with great success. So I began to take It, and tn leas than a month I was able to be out of bed and
out of doors, and in three months I was entirely well. Really I have never felt so strong;
and wsU as I have since.
Miss Cora Goods, 3S6 E. Chlcsgo Ave., Chicago, lu.

Mrs. Pinkham's advice Is free to all.

D. D. 8.

J. H. O'RIelly eV Oa.
The Globs Store.

Worka-McIlr-

oy

&

DeLeon.

S. W. Electric

a

Furniture J. D. Emmons.
Groceries The Jaffa Grocery Oa.;
The IUKhland Grocery;
The Broadway Grocery.

.
The result was that she
escaped the surgeon's knife
y
and
Is a well woman
The derangement of the delicate female organism sets every nerve In
the body quivering with pain. Headaches, backaches, torturing bearing
oawn pains ana araggmg sensations maice women nervous ana nystencai.

o

P. Copp,

Electric Supplies
Construction Co.

a

Ji--

B.'

Dry Goods

WWm
Compound

X.

O. A. Ms

Coal and Wood W. H. Raha.
Confectionary C. P. Schott.

Lydia E.

?,

WARNING.

PIANO

a. m.
No. 10 makes all local stops

J

FRIENDLY

12:15

p.,m.
Local freight train. No. 99, southbound, departs at 6 a. m., and carries passengers.
Arrives From South.
No. 10, Mexico Express, arrives 6:50

(

1

400

TRAIN LOAD OF BOOKS RAILROAD TIME TABLE

Her address is Lynn, Mass.

Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound Cures Where Others Fall

Hardware Albuquerque

Co.

Hardware

Harness Thomas F. Keleher.
Hay and Grain

Co.

Clarkvills Produc

Ice Crystal Ice Co.. both phones.
Jewelry II. E. Fox.
Laundiy Imperial Laundry
Out.
baclc of postotllce.
Liquors Graham Bros.
Meats San Jose Market, 204 West
Railroad avenue.
Optician Bebter Optical Co.
Photographers The Moon Keleher
Studio.
Plumbing Standard
Plumbisg
et
Heating Co.

Restaurant Zelgefs Rests uraaC
Tailor

Wm. Glaesner.
Wall Paper and Paint
The Bee
Hive, F. L. Pierce, 209 Went Gold v
aue.
A Disastrous Calamity.
It Is a disastrous calamity, when
you lo.,e your health, because Indigestion and constipation have sapped
it away. Prompt relief can be bad la
Dr. King'e New Life Pills.
They
build up your digestive organs, sad
cure heaJache, dizziness, colic,
etc. Guaranteed by all druggists; 25c.

n,

A flue place to whiio away toe
hours at the pool hall, No. 115 West
Kallroad avenue.

AIJIUQUEKOUK
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CARELESSNESS
Influence

a
One of the thinns that
It is more iminuMi than stuin life is carelessness.
The chief
pidity, more disastrous than InroinpcU in j .
of the Pennsylvania bureau of mines and minim; has
Just reiiorted that of the f.'J5 lives lost In the past year
In coal mines of that state 2S2 were lo-- t through carelessness of the victims ami ."G through the carelessness
or other tron.
Ana'jnU of the statistle-- i of railway
accidents shows that an astonishing proportion of the
deaths and injiirks are due to carelessness of the 'vicof trespass ami disreWhen the commoiir.es
tims.
gard of the simplest rules tor, safety Is tukn into the
reckoning the wonder is not that 80 many ate killed and
Injured, but that so many seem miraculously to escape.
And yet carelessness to the degree of being killed
Is rare in comparison with carelessness In everyday duties. The lives snuffed out through carelessness may he
counted, but there can he no record of the Infinitely
Rrcater number of opportunities In life that are lost
through it.
Carelessness can neutralize talent as oil
Abilities are mighty forces in the
nuetralires ncid.
world, but the finest abilities ever developed in a brain
may le rendered Ineffective and Impotent by carelessness.
Untold legions of young men, well trained for their
work, industrious and ambitious to get ahead, fail to
The chances are that
rise above the average success.
ir they will make a careful study of themselves they
will find that carelessness is affecting the everyday
performance of their work as the deadly canker worm
More
affects tho growth of a seemingly thrifty plant.
disastrous still, more fatal to the real life of this world,
is the common carelessness which prevents us all from
being at our best and making the most of our

TAXATION
BURDENS OF couuty
Denver collects

of
It is said that the city and
a greater sum in city and county taxes than does tin
entire territory of New Mexico In all its territorial, coun,
This Is advanced as
ty, city, school and special taxes.
proof of the fact That "while the tax rate in New Mexico
seems high, ytt the low assessment rate makes taxes
very low compared with the taxes collected in neighboring commonwealthss."
Hut this altogether depends.
There is a man 'n
this city who came here about two years ago. His furniture was valued for taxation at $100, after exemptions, and fti that 100 he paid $10.80 for taxes Tor one
year.
Another man, residing in this city, owned a
piece of property in another New Mexico town, from
He rewhich he had been absent for several years.
cently sold it for less thau $2,000 considerably less
and yet for ten years his taxes on that property ran
from $60 to $70.
Does any one suppose that if all the property of the
s
or even half of its
territory were listed at
real value, if a general tax rate were adopted on this
valuation sufficient only to meet current expenses, and
if all were compelled to pay their taxes does any one
suppose that under such conditions, either of these men
and hundreds of others like them would be required to
pay such abnormal taxes?
The present custom of no
particular standard of valuation, provided only the assessor puts it low enough, with the enormous tax rate
adopted, bears most heavily on the people of small holdings and most lightly on those whose holdings are large.
two-third-

THE FAIR'S OUTLOOK

The Citizen congratulates Albuquerque and also the
entire territory on the magnificent outcome in the affairs of the Territorial Fair Association. Last night's
developments show conclusively that Albuquerque is the
right place for the territorial fair, and that Albuquerque
people still have the grit, the
and the never
say die, which have characterized the Duke City ever
since the new town was projected, and which for a
quarter of a century have made the territorial fair,
through home effort, far and away the largest of the
The superb magnamity of the
territorial Institutions.
retiring president and secretary in donating their respective salaries remaining unpaid, of the Traction
company In donating the use of the park without restrictions,' and of the incoming officials in donating their
services free of reward for the incoming year these
things have raised the tide of enthusiasm not only to
high water mark but to a maximum never before even
Imagined.
To raise the remaining deficit, already reduced, and to secure at once pledges for the coming
season, should be as easy as falling off a log.
No
Albuquerquean, under the stimulus of such examples
and under the leadership of such tried and true officials
as the new board, can now hold back for a moment, even
if he tried to. The
flood of general action
will sweep any laggard from his feet.
The city of Albuquerque wauts street crossings and
macadamized roadways.
The city of Santa Fe needs
more brick sidewalks and more street crossings.
Both
towns should have what they need.
it is up to the city
administrations in both cases that they act for the best
interests of the people as a whole and for the many
visitors and sojourners within the gates of their
municipalities.
The good Of the greatest number should
be the principle to be observed.
There are always
property holders who have no interest in the advancement, the health and the prosperity of the community
in which they live and who will not carry out the city
ordinances that may entail cost upon them.
The selfish
disposition of such property owners and kickers should
not be heeded. City ordinances providing for the construction of brick pavements and crossings should be
enforced and that speedily.
Auain, the principle "the
greatest good for th.j greatest number" should prevail,
especially in this city. New Mexican,
There are at. least 8,Ouo people in the United states
are interested in the pollution of the inland waters
of the country, for an edition of that many copies of
Water Supply and Irrigation Paper No. o:j OI the United
States Geological Survey, which was a review of the
laws forbidding sucli pollution, was exhausted almost
A second edition has Just been
as soon as published.
gotten out by the survey as Water Supply anil Irrigation
Paper No. 1.1:!.
One of the topics t re
ct .,) mn
with which Albuquerque will soon be fi't
tan, is
"the condition under which, and the ''-vo
public municipalities may use inland waters la
i...'
All inteie.-teof sewage matter from public sewers."
in this quest ion can get the paper free by asking for it,
addressing Director of Geological Survey, Washington.
D. ('.
who

i

H cent olllcial
statistics of suicide show some
i
strange ways of the human mind. For instance, it
his that other things being equal a married man is
much more likely to commit suicide than a bachelor.
Hut women who are single, spinsters, divorcees or widows, seem to find life less worth living than do their
married sisters.
Ne ither ill health nor alcohol is sinii a potent cause
Kvi-unfor'unatu love
of suicide as business losses.
affairs do not cause as much wearim ss of life as does
loss of mom y. This is why there ate few suicides comThose who have worried through
mitted on Saturday.
the week have received their pay, and the smiin is temporarily relieved, or, if being pressed hard in business
a flairs, there is a day of immunity at hand in which
something may turn up. Monday, black Monday, is the
day when those faced by business disaster seem iuo-.- t
disposed to give up the struggle,
The day when women find domestic troubles most
And their commonest time for
unbearable Is Sunday.
suicide is between 9 and 12 in the evening. Though
married women do not give tip to suicide as much as
do unmarried one's, it looks as If the husband's being
around home for a whole day contributes to the tendency.
Or, perhaps, the Saturday night and Sunday
But who
drunk drives the wile to despair and death.
is there can analyze the woe? which drives women to
take refuge in death on the day that should be the most
peaceful and happy of all the week?
We call women the "weaker sex," and yet in the
29,344 cases officially recorded in this country is a period
of three years, the suicide of men outnumber that of
women in the proportion of seven to two.
Bp-p-

WHO

DELAY

special Prices

PANAMA

piece Suits, from. .$4,50 to $7.50
to $6.50
Blouse Suits, from

3

On the Following

$12 Refrigerators
$8.75 Blue Flame Oil Stoves.
$3 China Tea Sets
40c China Salad Bowls

$9

Boys Overcoats, from .$3,50 to $9,00
.

.. .$6.75

Decorated Haviland China,
per cent discount.
75c Glass Berry Seta
35c Glass Water Pitchers
$1.75 Decorated Lamps
$4.50 Decorated Lamps
$1 Steam Cereal Cookers
50c Steam Egg Poacher
$12.50 Buggy Harness

$6
25c
at 20
25c
20c
11.25
$3.25
65c
40c
$10.50

never deal In trash. It's nothing short of wasting money to buy
poor, cheap clothes for a boy.
I

M. MANDELL
The Clothier and Furnisher.

Albuquerque
oooooooooo
Hardware
Company

IN

3

10NSTKUCTI0N

A WOMAN'S

ESTIMATION

and Marquette,

not ah experiment with
us.
Every Instrument which finds a
place In our salesroom has been tested
and found true. We Invite lovers of
good music and prospective piano buyers to look at cur high grade CHtCKER-1N-

flnp

JEMEZ HOT

now.

STAGE LINE

SPRINGS

Carries the United States mall;
only line with a change of stock en
route; good rigs, horses and drivers;
rig leaves Albuquerque every Monday,
Wednesday and Friday at 5 a. m. For
particulars, address W. L. Trimble
Co., agents, Albuquerque, N. M., or J.
B. BLOCK, Proprietor, Perea, N. M.

G

BROS,

advantage of our

Take

THE SQUARE MUSIC

d

"

SELECTIONS MADE FROM
PRESS OF SOUTHWEST
Look At Home First.
Mrs, Cynthia Wentover Alden, the president

0000000C00

oocxo NOTICE!

"

i

nmz

at Eight for

iTo. it innLsliL

uents mrnishmirB uoods

s

-

r

STOVES,' RANGES,
WINDOW SHADES,
CAMPING OUTFITS,

IRON BEDS, BEDDING,
ART SQUARES,

Household Goods, Bought, Sold or Exchanged

BORRADAILE & CO.

117 Gold Avenue, - Albuquerque, New Mexico

CO.

o

Arriving

inow

-

FURNITURE,

THE NEW YORK FAIR
&.

it

Easy Payments

Installment Plan

117 South Second Street
115 W. Railroad Avenue

ARMIJO

:

HOUSE

until they are all sold.

ANTONIO

West Copper Avenue.

EMPRESS."

will be sold at Five for 25c,

25c Cigars

i
:

M. BERGER
114

for

25c; 10c and Two

STREET.

Who takes pride in her bread and
cake making knows the pleasure and
satisfaction to be had by the use of
Empress mills flour. She knows her
bread will be the whitest, sweetest,
most nutritious and healthful, and her
cakest pies and pastry dainty, delicate
and light.

1

5c Cigars

?

206 SOUTH SECOND

ww

Owing to the large demand
for my own brands of Cigars,
and limited space, am forced
to sell all of R. Massey & Co.'s
brands of Cigars at half price.

:

special sales Every Saturday.

Auto

oox

f none

izi n. i nira street,

out.

oooooc

WHERE

q

Time, Labor

WELL

TO DIISTj:

and Money

Santa Fe Restaurant
REGULAR

The saving of time meant eemfort.
The savlnf of tabor means eaee. TKe
saving ef money means essnsmy. AM
these savins s can keet be attains fcy
Installing a

MEALS, 25 CENTS.

Service a la carte. Day and Night Private dining rooms.
OYSTERS RECEIVED DAILY. FISH, LOBSTERS AND GAME
SEASON.
Under Savoy Hotel, opposite Passenger Hotel.
C. E. SUNTAGG, Proprietor.

IN

PENINSULAR RANGE
In dollars and eenta they cost no more. In quality they are
superior. In durability t hey last longer. One-thirbetter than
any other. You are most cordially invited, to examine our now
line.

o
THANKSGIVING NUTS
Direct shipment, new stock.
Jumbo Almonds, lb.
Jumbo Pecans, lb.
Jumbo Filberts, lb.
Jumbo Brazils, ID.
They are largest and finest
nuts we ever saw; call and
inspect before buying.

25c

USINGER

BLUE LASEL MINIATURE
CREAM CHEESE
Made of

pure cream, very rich and
icate.
Put up in
small bricks, price
per pound

Fresh shipments by express
every week.
Gothaer Cervetat, I.
Salami, lb

35c

Frankfurters,
Brauschweiger

lb
Leber-wurs-

del- -

t,

MACKEREL
good
but
stock, each

Exclusive agents
Sealhlpt Oysters

Prices

ORIOLE

MAMMOTH

EREL A jumbo
size, each . .
.

THE McBRAIN

25c
10c

at a fair vslustien.

FURNITURE

CO.,

205

Gold

Avi.

:40c

the

20c

ORIOLE CROMARTY
BLOATERS
Each
one labeled, 2 Tor

I5C

bricks,

Plain Figures $30 and Up

MACK

BLACK EAGLE LIMBURGER
A fine old limburger,
scien
tifically cured, soft and mel
low. Put up in two

pound
pound

In

Old stovoe taken

15c

NORWAY
Small,

d

s
s

0

SAUSAGE

lb

Colorado Made Paper.
The Denver Post announces that the Denver Paper
mills will be
and makes tho announcement
Kvery Colorado publisher should
iu very red letters.
It will, at
The Sun Bci iiardiiio County Fruit llxchange shipped lend aid and patronage to tho enterprise.
over S14.0OO boxes, or 1,420 cars of 31.2 loxes each, in the least it should, be Colorado paper manufactured from
season which has just closed, these figures being an in- Colorado pulp and utilized by Colorado publishers.
crease of over 20 per cent, as compared with last year's Durango Democrat.
shipments, ami the financial returns were over 40 per
Cold at Clayton,
cent above tuote of the season before.
Tho gross value
lii'twcen S00 and C'.'O beau of sheep bcloiiKinK to
of th's fruit In bi east won ti.iKri.nno, and th net f. o.
b. returns to Sell Bernardino couniy growers who slopClayiDii iiiircliain n v. it Ki
by lh- el, rain Wrilm-s-day- ,
ped through the county exchange. $i;7u.oou.
Herein lies
in llu- - siocli yaiil al ibis p!;ice. They wre brought
111 In be ilelii
uu example and an ciliortaMou to New Mexico.
Clayiiin Ka' ei il lse.
Id foreign .ti

REMOVAL SALE.

00OiOOiOiOtO0 C000OeO0 OS09090S09
In
&
The Happy Housewife

9 1.

.

of the
International Sunshine Society, has sent out an appeal
for Christmas donations for the poor, and it Is desired
to send a box from Farmington.
These gifts will be
sent to the poor and needy, the friendless and "shut-inwherever they will carry a little sunshine.
Think of
the Christmus cheer that fills your happy home, then
thluuk of the sad and lonely little ones of whom Santa
Clans has not heard. Farmington Enterprise.

BUSH & LANE Pianos.

DEALERS.

ooocoosocoo eooooo40oosoo

hair.
Carrying the Joke further, he for weeks made
life a burden to her by threatening to tell John God-darthat she had given the lock of hair as a token of
affection.
Driven to desperation, Mrs. Goddard attempted forcibly to regain possession of her property,
but was arrested for disturbing the peace and fined in
police court.
Thus Goddard got wise.
Like a good husband, he
declined to doubt his wife and has sued Harrington in
replevin of the stolen tress and for damages at the rate
of $2 a hair.
This happened in Kansas.
Had It happened among New York's 400 the husband would probably
have paid blackmail and sued for divorce,
Two dollars a hair may seem a high price, but that
is a question of individual judgment.
It depends somewhat on the hair.
Evidently this was not of the "blon-dinedtinge, but genuinely golden.
Then, too, the
value of a woman's hair is affected very largely in a
man's mind by his affection for her.
Painters have
striven, poets have sung and sighed, to express the
richness of a woman's hair in t he mind of tho man who
loves her.
But there are other times when a brute
of a man may pull out a whole hand full of his wife's
hair and not count ii any loss.

and

LEARNARD & L1NDEMANN

HAIR
OF HUSBAND

PIANOS Is

They speak for themselves-4emen- u

xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

Is each and every one of the hairs of u woman's Q
head worth $2 to her husband?
It is a question to be
settled in court.
Levi Harrington, In playful mood (.?) o
secured by stealth a lock of Mrs. John Goddard's golden

l

1

FEED STABLES

C. GRANNIS,
Prop.
Auto Phone, 311. Colo., 300 Red. "
H
Day and Night Hack.
Mexico. j
Albuquerque,
New

8d

i

oooo oooocooo
oooooooo
ttHE SELLING OF HIGH GRADE

AVE.

V

VALIE OF

,$3.00 to $6,00

2 piece Suits, from

XXXXXTXXXTZXXX cxxxxxxxxxxx
S LONDON CLUB LIVERY AND H

WOULD

The Interests which would benefit most largely
through delay or failure of the Panajna canal project are
marshaling their forces of opposition and obstruction for
a concerted move on congress when it assembles next
month. For fully fifty years the American people have
discussed the question of connecting the Atlantic and
Pacific oceans with a canal across the Isthmus, and
while the advantages to be gained by the decrease in
rates of transportation aud the shortening of sailing
time between this country and the orient, between the
Atlantic and Pacific cousts of this country, between
Europe and the orient and between this country and its
insular possessions in the Pacific, have been acknowledged by all, yet the opposition to the canal successfully resisted every effort to make it a reality until
Theodore Roosevelt appeared on the scene.
fltit even this potential force behind the project has
They are, as Mr.
not deterred the obstructionists.
Shouts pointed out in his speech before the American
Hardware Manufacturers' association ' at Washington,
still spreading the claim that the canal project will fail
and that the president himself is convinced of the futility of the plan to link the oceans with a canal7 at
Panama. Mr. Shouts told the hardware men that the
canal will be built and that the work of construction will
actively begin July 1, 1906.
He outlined the work already done at Panama and Colon.
A system of water
works has been Installed, sewers have been built, the
accumulated reuse of ages has been removed, yellow
fever has been driven from the Isthmus, and the first
million of brick for paving Panama streets is on the
ground.
The canal commission is eliminating the .worst
foe the laborers will encounter before turning loose an
army of workmen to build the great waterway.
Mr. Shonts deplored the fact that organized labor
Is seeking to burden the canal work with restrictions
applicable to labor in the United States but uncalled for
on the Isthmus.
He said the application of the eight-hou- r
law, of the contract labor law, of the Chinese exclusion act, would be a serious error. .Over 80 per cent
pf the canal employes will be aliens.
As Mr. Shonts
pointed out, the application of those laws on the Isthmus will benefit an exceptionally small number of Americans, as the 20 per cent of Americans employed there
will be largely in a clerical capacity, while such laws
would add enormously to the cost of construction, and
American labor at home would have to pay Its share
of the consequent increase in taxation.

u

Haw-kinso-

We
Offer to supply you with anything In
our lln. at nrir
that IrA fair anft
square, and we are now making

Corner Second

ill.-p-

Vegas high school has decided to enter the
The
interscholast ic oratorical contest which is to be held in
Albuquerque em December 27. A preliminary contest to
select a representative of the high school is to be held
about ten days before ibis time and thus far seven contestants have entered for this. They are: Milton
May Howell. Clarence Williams, Lawrence Clark,
Amelia Turner, Helen Schaef. r and Ueulah Hartman.
The scool authorities hope to be able to offer a first and
hccond prize for this contest aud the winner, of course,
will represent the b'gh school at Albuquerque. Daily
Optic.

About the boy's clothing question.
The boy who Is clothed here will
wear better clothes and he'll wear
them longer than he will If his
parents are not particular about
where they buy.

FOURTH ST. AND RAILROAD
THOSE

15, 1905.

Want
to Drop a
Hint

OF SEX TO

The Citizen Publishing Company
SUICIDE

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER

FRESH SMOKED TONGUE-new lot Just received.

A

The only
date city market
the southwest

Albuquerque

O

Foundry and Machine Works J
R. f. HALL, Propria tor
0
Castings; Ore, Coal and Lumber Cars; Shafting"!,

Iron and Braes
Pulleys, Grade Bars, Babbit Metal; Columns and Iron Front for
Buildings.
Repair on Mining and mill Machinery m Specialty
Foundry east side of railroad track.
Albuquerque, N. at.

School Books and Supplies
OF ALL KINDS

I'titorupliie Supplies
Fine Stationery. HuyU'r'a & Kowney'g Candles
We do Printing and Dovolnpini;
for Amateurs
lCaslinanKoilaks and

up-to-

0.

A. MATSON

BARNETT BUILDING

& COMPANY
205 WEST

RAILROAD

AVE.

0

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER

ALHUQUEHQUE EVENING CITIZEN.

15. 1905.

NEW OFFICERS CHOSEN FOR SIX NORTH SECOND STREET
LOTS SELL FOR $16,500

THE 1906 ANNUAL FAIR

t Low

paoc rive
91

Priced Selling of Fall Dress Goods

SALE OF NEW
FALL DRESS
GOODS, FOR THE NEXT TEN DAYS
A

1

W. L.

Report of Special Committee Unanimously Ratified
by General Committee at Meeting

Trimble

Buys Valuable Property

From

the Late L. S. Trimble Estate
at Executor's Sale.

Held Last Night.

Bklrt.n,
"" Htj
n,acl' for

S--

ilI

fc

heavy, In Greys,

extra

ClothR;

y

j

SJHT'?! 53c M

This DRESS GOODS
Wl

InOw

in. Habit Dress and Skirting

5fi

rirrrnJ"
I

Cloth.

nn1

flinch Ladies Clotti; all

wool. In 15

different shades; a splendid Talue,
Fine Broadcloths,' In stylish
Dress Shades; worth $1.25 per
yard; you can buy them now for
very
Chiffon
Broadciotha;

BMnch

rf

V

!HjJ

ir

.

JT

I

2
'

lHT(i

The most lniKrtant s;iU in Albu- ccutoi's sale, and the price paid was
V. 1.. Triinhle,
a
l;.ri"'.
.in in
13 Qp
ot
committee that subscription querque realty since the purdvis-1.
the firm of V. I.. I'rlinhlc
r
be handed around, as soon as the Anibrosio
n memiit'it 1
Armijo property
start to finish.
f J
& Co. and who is proprietor of the
'
This conclusion was fully demons- possible, among the merchants and West Railroad avenue by A. fc.(aai, livery
business referred 10. was the
for their annual
trated at the meeting last night of the HiiliMcTitu ra Kt'iii'i-nllmom purchaser.
anta he. whs ine nine
trieu
general committee of fifteen, which donations, and in this connection
15 "prcs ,,f Fin(st A" Woi Fan,y
The bidding began by F. K. St urlit 10 o'clock of lolS 1 tc) tl, ilK'lll
v -- 1
was called tOKether for the purpose of f w.t wai developed, during the rtlsCUS- Inir
,
French Flannels; sold up to $1.25
townsue ot ges offering Jio.omi, which was immeH
hearing the report of the special com- sions, that several present agreed to iv.. i.r Mock t. or cinal
per yard; choice of lot at
The property is that diately overbid by Mr. Trimble. Mr.
Albuquerque.
mittee of threo appointed at Monday materially increase their subscriptions
a certain occupied by the V. h. Trimble Ai Sturges; last offer was $1 f.'"nt. This
After
year's
some
fair.
for
next
to
formulate
meeting
nishfs
stable on' North Second was the value put upon the property
plan for the next annual fair and to amount has been subscribed, tne iair Co's. livery formerly
appraisers.
The price for
ow ned by W. I,. by the
and street, and
select gentlemen who would act ayhe deficit will be wiped off the books,
it finally sold is
considered
a clearance given n the way of Trimble & Co., which was a part of which
new officers of the fair.
accounts the estate of I.. S. Trimble, whose very liberal, though the property Is
Klne A11 wo1 Challles, for 50c per
In accordance therewith the general checks, to all who now hold
To all women who consider the class
Vn-- 1
.
death occurred a year ago last Au- - considered by real estate men to lie a
committee met upstairs over Zeiger's against the fairs ot breaking
?
of
year,
good
exprice.
ore..
Good.,
time
,nd
the
of
investment
at
was
at
that
sold
property
the
gust.
"f
of
The
There will be no
Cafe last night, and the first business
above all the
transacted, which is of general Interest above "slate" It- was 01fixed before
All Wool
Cheviot Serge, in
tne special
gf
UIIU'C
v ,
PAINTER IS FINED
to everybody, was that of hearing and hand, and the report
MAN 3 (nVf,
ratifying the report of the special com committee was unanimously ratified at ALblVltKy
FOR PETIY LARCENY
last night's meeting. It Is true mat j
NUKING BIG HIT IN EAST
mltte, namely:
Messrs. Luna and Marron are out of
President Hon. Solomon Luna..
K
50 pieces Fancy Mixed Dress Goods;
mm
not
ir
.
George U Brooks, the city, but as their duties will
75c values;
BY CLARENCE MURPHY MUST PAY A
choice of entire lot,
WRITTEN
STORIES,"
l,p burdensome, thev will accept the
BIBLE
(J.
N.
George
Arnot,
Spitz,
lterthold
OF
CARRYING
$10
FINE
FOR
OFF
TREHAS
will,
JOHN
LEE CLARK.
honors conferred upon them, and
Marron.
EMPLOYER'S TOOLS
OTHER
SUCCESS IN NEW
MENDOUS
like the others who have personally
50 Inch Brllllantlne; Black, Green, Na- Secretary D. S. Rosenwald.
POLICE NEWS.
v X
YORK.
" accepted, lend all their strength and
Treasurer M. W. Flournoy.
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CHINESE EMPRESS DECIDES FOR A

Brock and Feagans
JEWELERS

GOVERNMENT DY THE PEOPLE
IMPORTANT OFFICIAL ANNOUNCEMENT MADE BY THE
SECRETARY OF THE CHINESE
EMBASSY AT WASHINGTON. TO
THE STAFF CORRESPONDENT
OF THIS NEWSPAPER.

AN

CHINESE EMPRESS WHO
BECOMES A REFORMER

Washington, I. C, Nov. IS.
What
is likely to he regarded by history ns
one of the most Important events vii
the present century Is contained In
the announcement, which comes officially from the Chinese embassy here,
that the celestial empire has decided
to follow the lead of Russia and
adoit a constitutional form of government.
Mr. Chang Chuan. serretary of the
embassy, aaid to a correspondent of
The Citisten today:
"China has decided to adopt a more
advanced and popular form of representative government. The embassy
has been adv'sed that the empress
dowager ha appointed a distinguished commi'sion to come to the United
Suites to study the American constitution and form a popular government.
"The commission, which will comprise pome 400 of the most advanced
Chinese publicists, will visit America,
Great Britain and other countries, and
TSZB-HS- I
AN, DOWAGER EMPRESS OF CHINA.
will prepare a report for the empress.
From a painting from life by Miss Carl of Ixmlsvllle, for whom the
"The reason for this? A desire by
the Chinese to have the best that dowager empress sat. The painting was, the chief feature of the Chinese
there is. An awakening?" Well, the building at the St. Louis World's Fair.
agitation has been going on now for
Tsze-HAn.
Gained favor of the emperor and Ave
10 years. There have been demands
years later presented him with an
1834.
Dora
in
aparty
for reform. There has been
heir to the throne.
Daughter of a Manchu nobleman.
more radical
in China advocating
Usurped control of the government
measures.
At last this commission
Sold as a slave when father became In 18t!0, upon
"sudden" death of the
has been appointed and the people poor.
"
emperor.
have been assured that they will be
Formally adopted by her purchaser
Continued in control after sudden
granted a more modern political sys- when 16 years old.
death of her son some years later.
tem.
as
a
Selected
secondary wife of the
Placed her nephew on the throne
"I know it has been the general emperor next day.
I In
place of legal heir.
idea here that the Chinese people
have no part In the government. That
Is not a correct idea.
The peopla and ordered to" report to the commis- - the governors in the provinces and
f China express their desires, and lfion when it arrives in New York. He the magistrates in the districts.
A body known as the censorate acts
do not 'hesitate to say that no general is now waiting Its appearance there.
as a check on the national civil apdemand of the people Is ignored. The
ON
POINTS
PRESENT
pointments, naval, war, revenue, rites,
government endeavors to carry out the
GOVERNMENT OF CHINA. public works and Justice departments.
will of the people.
It could not af,
4,225,000
square
Area
Tletween the emperor and provincial
ford to do otherwise.
niiJ; ;popu-lation- governors
400,000,00.
Is the viceroy.
"But it is believed that the time has
It is a confederation of provinces.
Viceioyaliies consist of two or three
come for a better system for the exIt is not an empire in an occidental provinces. Each province has its own
pression of the popular will.
The
army unit navy. Each nas its own
methods of the Chinese political sys- sense.
It is not held together by political system of taxation
tem have, not kept abreast of the
times. Such, at least, is the belief force.
The Peking government makes no
There is no central government of new laws and leaves each province
of the empress, and the high officials
to its own devices, except In the reguof the government, who are her ad- the whole country.
The Chinese are held together by lation of the salt trade, the managevisers.
"They want to look into the prac- their social, religious and educalional ment of the navy and occasionally
Imperial appropriations.
tical workings of the system by system.
The Manchu dynasty is simply a
which the people participate in the
China has features of a great demgovernment of constitutional
ocracy, a harmonious blending of local
moif regulating power.
The emperor rules in the empire, liberty with centralized anthority.
archies like Great Britain and Germany, and of constitutional republics
like the United States and SwitzerJUDGE W. H. POPE TO WED
land.
BAREFOOT BOY
What measure of popular franchise
HULL
MISS
OF
ATHENS,
GA.
may be granted to the Chinese it is
LOST IN STORM
impossoible to say. That is a problem for the empress and her govern WEDDING ANNOUNCED TO TAKE
IN SNOW STORM, AND
ment. The commission is not empowPLACE AT BRIDE'S HOME ON PERISHES
LITTLE
BODY
CANNOT
BE
ered to put Into effect; onlv to rec
NOVEMBER 29.
FOUND.
ommend.
"The embassy has made no plans as
Invitations are out announcing the
The body of the little
son
yet for the entertainment of the com- marriage of Judge William Hayes
missioners, while In Washington.. It Pope, of the Sixth Judicial district of of Leandro Maestas. who was lost in
will take six weeks, perhaps before New Mexico, to Miss Mary Nisbet the snow storm near him home in the
the commission can reach Washing- Hull, of Athens, Ga., the wedding to canyon above the hot springs last
ton. They are Just now starting from take place at the bride's home Novem- Wednesday, has not yet been recov
ered, says the Optic,
V.i jlmiht thav will I..,,
Chin
ber 29.
The little fellow was running
reived by President Roosevelt and
Judge Pope is one of the most cawill take mlvantage of the opportunity pable and popular associate Justices around tne house barefooted, in the
to ask him questions and to secure of the supreme court of New Mexico. ralu, last Wednesday afternoon, when
two older brothers started up the
his opinion on popular government."
mountain to herd and bring in the
Mr. Yti C'.iuin Chang, who was one
All Wool Albatros 42c Yard.
of the party of Chinese students sent
All Wlool Albatros in Red, goais, on account of the threatening
to Washington to be educated in west- Navy, Brown, Tan, Reseda, Nile, IX w earner.
The little tot saw his brothers go
ern sciences and economy, was re- Blue, Pink, and Grey, for 42 Vic yard at
ing up the bills and started to follow
called by cable from a trip to Europe. The Golden Rule Dry Goods Co.
them. The rain turned to snow and
a big storm came up before the older
boys returned with the herd, and the
nrst inquiry of the frightened fan)
Ily was of the whereabouts of the
youngest son. The boys said that they
REPORT OF THE CONDITION OF THE
had not seen him as he had not heou
with them, and an immediate search
was made.
After proceeding a distance up the
canyon, they found his little bare-- !
at Albuquerque, in the Territory of New Mexico
foot prints in the snow. They followed
these tracts up to the top of the di-- !
at the close of business, November 9th, 1905
vide between San Ignaclo and
where all traces of him were
lost, thrf foot prints having been filled
RESOURCES.
with snow.
Loans and Discounts
$1,316,334.16
The whole neighborhood was no- Overdraft, secured and unsecured
,
34,321.84
tided as far as Roclada, San Ignaclo
U. S. Bonds to secure circulation
and Los Sanches and for the past six
200,000.00
uajs searching
U. S. Bonds to secure U. S. Deposits
parties
have been
100,000.00
tramping the hills in vain.
Premiums on U. S. Bonds
9,000.00
The father of the little fellow is at
Bonds, securities, etc
37,322.60
Revuelto, and is unware of the dreadBanking House, Furniture and Fixture!
38,500.00
ful fate which has overtaken his baby
Other real estate owned
' 25,000.00
boy.
Due from National Banks (not .reserve
The canyon in places is filled with
agent)
snow, which lays on the ground over
154,357.15
Due from State Banks and Banker
eighteen
inches deep, and without
84366.63
doubt the little fellow lies buried ln
Due from Approved Reserve Agents
847,888.72
some drift. Many Imagine that a
Checks and other Cash Item
1,132.19
wild cat or 'some other animal killed
Notes of other National Banks
105,875.00
him, but it is. more likely that the
Fractional Paper Currency, Nickels and Cents
1,137.52
little barefoot boy became lost soon
Lawful Money Reserve in Bank, viz:
after he started and perlBhed from
Specie
$114,046.00
cold and exposure.
The search for
Legal-tende- r
notes
51,009.00
the body is still in progress and
s
there Is another snow storm In
165.055.00
the canyon the remains will probably
Redemption fund with U. S. Treasurer (5 per
soon be recovered.
cent of circulation)
10,000.00
sl

Special Correspondence.
Kansas City. M".. Nov. 13. Range
cattle are still coming pretty freely,
the total receipis of all kinds last
week being 7t; min head, Including 800
calves. The run today Is 18,000 head.
The market is strong on cows and
stockers and tveders but weak on
killing
steer.-- .
Calves are steady.
As compared
ith a week ago, steers
and cows are selling about the same,
calves being 1.1 io 25c higher. Dressed
beef steers are in to 1.1c lower than
a week ago. especially on tne poony
finished ones, but In spite of this
country buyers are eager for Block
ers and feeders nt. strong prices. he
cow market Is all lhat could be asked
for tinder present conditions and
prices are relatively strong, as comThe bulk of range
pared with stei-rscows sell from - to $2.80, Including
canners. Heavy Colorado cows sold
up to $3.25 and those from the Pan
handle up to $2.W. Most of the steers
sell at $3.15 to $3.70, both for the
country and for slaughter, with nulte
a number in last week at $2.60 to
$2.85.
Choice veals are very scarce,
and bring $5 to $fi, while heavy calves
sell down to $2.50. Bulls, $1.8,1 to
$2.25.
The corn crop Is turning out
even better than It was thought, and
a good many feeders are deciding on
taking a chance at the feeding game.
In view of this, who had previously
decided against it.
Sheep and lamb receipts last week
were 24.000, against 15,000 for the
same week last year. The demand is
always aliead of the supply, however,
and strong prices are the rule. The
supply today is 11.000 head, the largest for some time and the market
Is a shade lower.
Range stuff still
makes up a large percentage of th
receipts. Colorado lambs weighing G6
pounds, sold today at $7 and others
at $6.95; Colorado sheep and yearlings
and fed stuff brought $5.60: Wyoming lambs, weighing 64 pounds, at
$H.75; Utah
wethers, 85 pounds, at
$3.60; Utah ewes, 119 pounds. $5.25;
and new Mexico feeding lambs, 56
pounds, $3.95. All of these sales were
made today, but the lamb market was
not fully tested. Choice stuff sold
last week at $7 to $7.30. Receipts
are almost sure to be short a"nd the
indications are that the market will
be strong indefinitely.

.

First National Bank

K. C.

calves,

eollyn.i, Hartley, Texas,
2 Mi

IMPORTING

75

pounds.

Mr. Adams.

New Mexico,

2.17

weth-
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J.

D.

SNUG

UP A
CLEANS
NEWMAN
SUM ON AN ARIZONA

SHIPMENT.
Clearing $1,610 on that many lambs
on an Investment of alKjut two weeks
is not so bad, but that is Just what
J. D. Newman, of Flagstaff, Ariz., has
enMr. Newman has been
done.
gaged In the sheep ranching business

.

$-

LpS ANGELES;

$1,610 ON LAMBS.

CLEARED

MANUFACTURING

Our Illustrated Fall and Winter Catalog No. 16 is now ready for
mailing and will be sent free upon request.
Discriminating purchasers w ho desire to be shown the Very best
and latest productions in jewelry should not fail to write tor it.
Every article sent subject to approval.
All shipping charges are paid by us.
Comparison of prices always welcome.

pounds, $3 65.
Thursday, November 9.
J. 1). Newman, Arizona, 949 lambs,
CI poinds, $11.65.
ers,

AND

ANNOUNCEMENT

SHEEP.
Following were some sales of Arisheep and
Mexico
zona and New
lambs here this week:
Monday. November 6.

1

CAL.

oooooooooo ooooooooooo
Mason

t. ClfVlNfif B.

D.

Contract

comracior

taken for Cement-StonHouse and foundations.
this material is warmer in winter and cooler In
summer than a brick house, and Is chopper than good brick.
Foundation for frama houses cheaper than common
tone. Let me figure with you. Drop a card and I will can. rubble
AND BANTA
COKNrff WALT
mTRKKTA
e

A house built of

that territory for over twenty years
and Is running through the winter a
large flock of sheep of his own. A
few weeks ago he started out and
purchased a string of 1,610 head of
lambs, which he sold on the Kansas
City market the other day at a good KEEP YOUR HORSE COMFORTABLE
round price. All but a few head of
Cold Weather Mean
these lambs brought $6.65 and aver- aged 65 pounds, the few that were
cut out selling as feeders at a little Horse Blankets and Lap Rob
is
less than that.
"These prices were a surprise to
me." said Mr. Newman, "as they were
We have them In all kinds am
much higher than I expected. I bought
price.
LOW
8PECIAL
PRICEb
the lambs on a speculation and took
tne risk of making something, and am NOW, a we bought a large quantity
certainly well pleased with the result direct from the factory.
as well as with Kansas City as a sheep
market. These lambs were good, as
& CO.
a result of the fine grass and range
1
Corner,
of
First Street and Copper
feed which we have had in Arizona
'(Vntrwrt
this season. In fact, all the sheep left
Avenue, Albuquerque, N. M.
In that country are in the best of con
dltlon and there nas never been a
time In my recollection when the
prospects for wintering sheep were
CARRIAGE TRIMMING AND REmore promising.
PAIRING
''On a whole, through that country,
there are fewer sheep than at this
time last fall. Heavy shipments have
Harne, Spring Wajjon Built to
been made from there both to tne
Order.
east and to California this season,
and this has reduced the size of the
HORSESHOEING
herds all over the country. But the
sheep men are in good financial
CARRIAGE
PAINTING
shape, and able to go through without
any assistance. They have refused to
STOCK SALES. 1
contract for the sale of any of next
Cor. First Street and Tljera Road ALBUIJUtnyUt UAflrtlAUC bU.
spring's wool clip, as some of the
Special Correspondence.
sheep men have been doing in other
Kansas City, Mo.. Nov. 10. Fol- parts of the range country, as they
lowing were some sales of Panhandle believe the price will be higher than
and New Mexico cattle at Kansas City the contractors
are willing to pay
this weeek:
now."
Monday, November 6.
CUICKEL & BOTHE, Proprietor
J. I.. Revlna. Amarlllo, Texas. 58
CATTLE
ITEMS.
cows. 828 pounds, $2.35; 18 cows, 923
0
pounds. $2.60.
Christian Otto, of Clayton, recently
Al Pierce, Canvon, Texas, 75 calves,
shipped 800 head of cattle to Denver.
2:15 pounds, $25.
There were 3,223 cattle shipped
.1. II. Waller. Canyon,
FINE RESTAURANT IN CONNECTION. Finest Whiskies, Imported 0
Texas, 48
sad Domestic Wines aad Cognac. The coolest and highest grade of
calves. 305 pounds. $2.75: 11 calves. trom Roswell In October and 2,6u7
lager served. Finest and best limported and Domestic Cigars.
neaa irom iayron
395 pounds. 13 15.
0
w- - cattle company made
Tne H- E. White. Canvon. Texas. 108 can- ners. 719 pounds. 12: 38 cows 808 a shipment of 1,000 steers to Kansas
parties on November 2 from Nara
pounds $2 45
Mr. Walker Shamrock Tevna 4.1 Visa.
There were 20,000 cattle dipped this
cows, $1)1 pounds, $2.45.
I
iv fr.
Toa ' iui' season in Union county and 60,000
EMy
accord
ln
counties,
and Chaves
cows. 721 Doun'ds. $2.60: 52 cows 7G3
WD8S,BttRdlM,EtC.
pounds, $2.40; 25 bulls, 1,016 pounds, ing to information give out at the
'
offices
of the territorial Cattle Sani
$2.25.
Proj
BARNKTT,
tary
JOSEPH
Vegas.
board
Las
in
William H. Smith, Raton. N. M., 73
The season for dipping is about over
steers,
1.032
pounds. $3.37; 37
SAMPLE AND
steer f 1,226 pounds, $3.45; 12 bulls, and the Sanitary board believes they
CLUB fcOOKS
Rallroatf
any
Arense
West
120
stamping
out
in
have succeeded
1,450 pounds, $2.15.
J. E. Wilson, Amarlllo, Texas, 28 mange very well and the work will
be continued next year. The board
cows, 807 pounds, $2.45.
when the work was begun
believed
Tuesday, November 7.
that it might take at least ten years
Thomas
Trammell,
Sweetwater, and are surprised at their progress.
Texas, 228 cows, 859 pounds, $2.76; They have exceeded all expectation's
lOti
cows,
797 pounds, $2.65; 239 In being able to dip faster and easier
For the reason that we can guarantee all glasses prescribed by us.
steers, 548 pounds, $3.25; 75 steers, with less hardship to the cattle than
fti4 pounds, $3.10
was feared. Most of the objections
W. R. Karr. Canyon City. Texas. 65 of rattla miners httvo heen "nvoronme
115 GOLD AVE.
j
calves, 308 pounds, $3.10.
and even ln Union county where the
J. H. Wilson. Hereford, Texas, 75 objections of cattlemen were strong-cows- .
Member of Board of Optometry
840 pounds, $2.30.
est, they are rapidly falling in line in
Examiners.
b. k. 1 nuierson, lminarr, lexas, 40. favor of dinning.
steers, 1.115 pounds, $3.30; 49 cows,
682 pounds, $2.20.
I,. C. Beverly, Clarendon, Texas, 34 CACTUS MAY BE USED
W. L. TRIMBLE & CO.
N. PEACH & CO.
calves. 212 pounds, $3.25; 79 cows,
AS FOOD FOR STOCK
768 pounds, 2.10.
LIVERY, SALE FEED AND TRANS.1. W. English, Hereford,
Texas, 37
FER 8TABLE3
REAL ESTATE DEALERS
Prof. R. F. Hare, of the New Mex
steer. 758 pounds, $2.25; 30 steers,
Mules bought and ei- and
Horses
208Vi
Office,
535.
659 pounds, $2.65.
Ico College of Agriculture and Me Automatic 'phone,
changed.
West Gold Avenue.
Sneed Bros., Pampa, Texas, 17 chanic Arts at Mesilla Park, is now In
BEST TURNOUTS IN THE CITY
steers, 895 pounds, $2.75.
Washington where he Is assisting in
Second street, between Railroad and
James Brown. Bovlna, Texas. 17 certain experiments with the various
Copper avenue.
cows, 878 pounds, $2.60.
kinds of cacti in the southwest, with
Movin
Stiippin'
Drayln'
a
determining
view
to
the rood values
Wednesday, November 8.'
XXXXXXXXXXXDCOCOCOCOCOCOC
the plant, which it is believed can
FREIGHTIN
J. I). Thompson, Hereford, Texas, of
O. F. PLATT,
be
as
food.
a
used
stock
38 steers, 641 pounds, $3.50; 27 cows,
The real cleaner and dyer. LaProf. Hare was sent to New Mex'
us once, you'll
You have
929 pounds. $2.50.
dle' and gentlemen's flrve
ico several years ago by the depart
Chirachua
Cattle Co., Texhoma, ment
right;
again.
call
Prices
a specialty. Portiere,
clothes
agriculture
experl
to
of
make
Okla., 99 steers, 935 pounds, $3.25; ments
lace curtains, etc. 1411 North
there ain't no gougln'.
with cacti, and he has been do
24 steers, 892. pounds, $2.75.
Fifth street Old 'phone, Red,
61 ing this, feeding it to stock on an ex
268-2- .
T. J. Honea, Cleburne. Texas.
Automatic 'phone, 675.
By the Albuquerque Transfer Men
now convinced
steers, 896 pounds, $2.90; 38 steers, tensive scale. He Is successfully.
KXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXXICOCOCOC
If
that It can be used
907 pounds. $2.85.
they
I. C. Harnett. Rowe,
Texas, 39 his experiments prove; correct
of grea
heifers, uui pounds, $2.20; 67 calves, may result In Information
M. DRAGOIE
.
value to the stock industry of th
347 pounds. $3.25.
grows with
T. H. Brown, Plainview, Texas, 27 southwest, as the cactus
Dealers ln
an
whatever,
any
out
cultivation
cows, 8C1 pounds, $2.45.
GENERAL MERCHANDISE,
Harron & Farmer, Clayton. N. M., alKiunds In unlimited quantities.
S. . VANN, O. D.
Groceries, Cigar and Tobacco, and
60 calves. 121 pounds. $4.15: 22 cows.
Eyesight Specialist.
Llttte.
But
Nature
Needs
Meat.
Fresh
of
kind
all
73
calves, 3"1 Nature needs only a "Little Karly Riser 300 North
8"o pounds, $2.40;
Broadway, Corner of Wash President of New Mexico Board of
pounds, $3.
now and then to keep the bowels ington
M.
Optometry.
Thursday, November 9.
clean, the liver active, and the system
optician ln New
established
First
NOTICE TO THE PUBLIC
Chiiachue Cattle Co., Texhoma, free from bile, headaches, constipa
Mexico. Glasses" fitted for poor sight,
Okla., 45 steers, 916 pounds, $3.
tion, etc. The famous little pills
headache and nervous strain.
Sowder & I'opham, Miami, Texas, "Karly Risers" are pleasant In effect
Oliice Room 9, Whiting block. ApFor the Information of the public,
80 cows, Sno pounds, $2.35.
and perfection in action. They never Plumbing
made at Vann's drug
Inspector Whitconib calls pointments
Rush & Co.. Tulia. Texas. 52 eos. grlne or sicken, but tone and strength
city store.
MOST ANYTHING.
704 en the liver anil kidneys.
Sold by all attention to Chapter 63 am or Sti,tnewhich
841 pounds. $2.35; 30 canners,
and
ordinance, Sections
druggists.
pounds, $1.90,
YD
follow:
W.
"I supprse this town has
sped.men 01 tne celebrated man.1 one of
Section 63 Building Permit.
CONTRACTOR AND BUILDER.
those lazy, saloon loafers, who amuses
No person, firm or corporation shall
himself by killing innocent people,"
WEAKENS THE SYSTEM begin
or continue tne erection, altera
Office and F.u-torremarked the visitor to Sandy Gulch.
tlon or renair of any building or!
412 WEST COPPER AVENUE.
"We've got a bad man, stranger,"
AND INVITES DISEASE structure, or erect any sign extending
Albuquerque, N. M.
replied the old resident, "but he aln t
over any sidewalk within the corpor
no loafer. Hc'b a lightning artist."
Aiburiuerque,
city
of
the
of
ate limits
t Every part of the body is dependent on the blood fur nourishment and
"A lightning artist? Why"
having applied for and Phones. Auto. 108; Colo., Black 265
strength, and when from any cause this vital stream of life becomes unpov without first
"Yep. Quick on the draw."
so to do from the
permit
a
erished or
it invites disease to enter. No one can be well when the received
inspector.
said
01111 .Mcinray
impure;
blood
com
energy
is
they
health,
the
anu Mcuall may
lack the
that is natural with
Section 86 Penalty for Violation.
Point, as evidence of their case in the plexion becomes pale and sallow, the vital energies are at a low ebb, and they
PAINTS, OILS, VARNISHES AND
All persons failing or refusing to
management of their companies, to sutler Irom a general broken-dowBRUSHES.
condition of health. The system is weak comply with the provisions of this
the fact that they never tried to do a ened and unable to resist the diseases and disorders that are constantly assail
Leather,
Harness,
Saddles, Lap
ordinance, after having received due
big business ln Russia.
ing it. The Liver and Kidneys, failing to receive the proper stimulation and notice In writing from the building in- Robes, Horse Blankets, Etc PalThat Seattle man who Insisted on nourishment from the blood, crow inactive and dull, and the waste matters spector, shall upon conviction thereof metto Roof paint; lasts five years and
an
examination of his fiancee' and bodily impurities that should pass off through these channels of nature be fined in a sum not less than $10 stops leaks. Cash paid for Hides and
lungs must have been coached by a are lelt in the system to pioduce Rheumatism, Catarrh, hores ana L leers nor more than $50, or imprisonment Pelts.
AVENUE.
lot of married men.
not less than ten days nor more than W9 WEST RAILROAD
tkin Diseases or some other blood disorder. When the blood is in this weak thirty
days, or both fine and imprisonened and diseased condition it should be treated with a remedy that is no
court,
"I've bought a box at the theater, only thorough,
ment, at the discretion of the
in its action. S. S. S., a purely vegetable remedy
for this evening, and I wisb you'd made of roots, but gentle
for each and every offense, each day
not
cleanse
only
what
needed.
and
ust
It
barks,
herbs
is
is
join us."
poisons, and enriches and strengthens it, but to constitute a new offense.
"Oh. thank you. ever so much, but the blood of all impurities and
ALL HOUt
gently
builds up the entire system by its nne
I don't believe I'd enjoy myself.
Don't wait for an explosion cook
I
COOKING
every
mem
reinvigorates
S.
S.
S.
effect.
way.
tonic
the humane
have t.uch a terribly wire throat."
rlth
berof the bxly, gives tone and vigor to the blood
Boston Baked Bean and Brown Bread
The supremo medical examiner of
very Saturday.
and us it goes to the different parts, carries ro
401
I'm Htf U for unnatural
WEST RAILROAD
une 01 uie iraiernai Insurance comAVENUE.
bust hcalt'- "tul strength. S. S. S. acts more
dit hi p.i)tl(jiiiiutui,
panies ays the average human life
promptly u.. 4 cives better results than any othc
ir ilMtioua ui ini Atiout
K,t ui u ci il
lo in:ii.rr.
JTSWJ
tit 'tiibi mil.
sol
is five years longer than it was 20 PURELY VEGETABLE. medicine.
Itc 'es Rheumatism, Catarrh, Sores
&
o t aU ia
'4iuiei,
years at;o. Things certainly do come and Ulcers.
nl ..r y, :iii'.u.
Diseases and all other bloou uisorders, and cures them per LtlHttviniCKaiiC
Skin
FIRE
INSURANCE,
REAL
way
y
ESTATE
the trusts'
cim;n.uti,o t
in this country.
Isold
brun'ata.
manently. Our Medical Department will be glad to give advice without
LOANS
w
And yet most men will insist that
S .' v. ... w
prepfttd,
fur
or
skin diseases. Address
Automatic phone 451.
their life is 20 years longer than it charge to all suffering with blood
Of!
'
r
Room lu, N. T. Artnljo Bulld'Bg.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, CAm
was 20 years ago.
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WE GRIND OUR OWN LENSES
Bebber Optical Co.

KIKr000000C30

Gal-lina-

r

uu-les-

Total

$3,130,784.81

A.

-

LIABILITIES.
Capital Stock Paid in
200,000.00
Surplus Fund
50,000.00
Undivided Profits, less Expenses and Taxes
48,195.58
Paid
200,000.00
National Bank Notes Outstanding
294,14333
Due to other National Bank
91,680.57
Due to State Banks and Banker
1,171,202.61
Individual Deposits subject to check
946,060-2Time Certificate of Deposit
4,673.99
Certified Check
28,587.00
Cashier's Checks Outstanding
58,472.05
United States Deposit
Deposit of U. S. Disbursing Officer
37,768.93
6

Total

$3,130,78431

:
Territory of New Mexico, County of Bernalillo,
I, Frank McKee, Cashier of the above-namebank,
do solemnly cwear that the above Utement is true to
the jest of my knowledge and belief.
FRANK McKEE, Cahler.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 14th day of
November, 1905.
SAM'L PICKARD, Notary Public.
Correct Attest:
JOSHUA S. RAYNOLDS,
d

W. FLOURNOY,
H. F. RAYNOLDS,
M.

Director.
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Licked the Stuffing Out of
Filipino Official for His
Disrcsect of Women.

pay ih
"frmArt GRND
'
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TKKS
VjOJ

MmC"

Dukes

Meat Market

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

and Salt Meats.
Sausage Factory.
EMI3 KLEINWORT,
Masonic Building. North Third Street.
of Fresh

Steam

fTM

i

S'X'

All Kind

Lily

Smoke the White
JOE

Wholesale Grocers

Cigar.

Wool, Hide and Pelt Dealers

CIG&RS

RIpHARDS

v Railroad Avenue.
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CURRY A NEW MEXICAN.

ALBUQUERQUE AND LAS VEGAS

PIONEER BAKERY

Governor George Curry of Saniar,
in the Philippine Islands, threw hi
wine in the face of a Filipino olllcial,
Cruz Herrera, president of the municipal board of Manila, and then took
him outside anil wiped the earth up
with him. At the banquet tendered
Secretary of War Taft and party at
Manila, this Filipino spoke disparagingly of American women and Curry
proceeded to" work him over. After
whipping him he made him apologize.
American blood will tell, no matter
in what quarter of the globe you find
it, and there never was one of them
born under the stars and stripes unless it might be the "Astor" who
wouldn't attempt to lick a regiment
if he heard it abuse the good name
of our women.
Governor Curry in known in every
hamlet in New Mexico, and took part
in suppressing lawless bands in Lincoln county when he was sheriff. Before he went to the Spanish war he
was prominent in New Mexico politics. His influence in the territorial
legislatlTe assembly Is remembered
by hNj auwt of friends in the territory
and every one of them will champion
his method of convincing a Philippine
negro thai the character of American
women is not to be assailed as long
as the flax floats over any country
that we call ours.
If we had our way about it here in
New Mexico we would suggest that
the government furnish Curry the
munitions of war and two or three
regiments of American soldiers, turn
the islands over to him and tell him
to lick them till they love us.
Dispatches
from Manila sketch
Curry's banquet campaign and the
fall of the Filipino Herrera as follows:
"An iusult to American women offered by a native Filipino official at a
public banquet was resented by an
American officer in true American
style. The incident took place at a
banquet given to Secretary Taft when
The story is
he was ia Manila.
brought here by a passenger who arrived from the Philippines on the
transport Sherman.
"Governor George Curry, of Samar,
formerly a captain of ' the Hough
Riders, championed the cause of
American women, and Cruz Herrera,
president of the municipal board of
Manila, was the one who suffered at
the bands of the former volunteer.
"According to the story, Herrera,
while addressing a number of Americans at the banquet, spoke in disparaging terms of the women of
America. Curry answered his insinuations by dashing a glass of champagne lato the face of the Filipino.
Later he met .him outsidV and admin
istered a sound drubbing to the offen
der. The Filipino later apologized for
his words. The story has gone the
rounds at Manila and has served to
widen the breach that now exists be
tween the upper classes of the na
tives and the American residents."

TWO CHINAMEN

SEVEN.

THIRD STREET

CURRV
ON

He

EVENING CITIZEN

Proprtetor.
(Successor to Balling Rroe.)
WEDDING
CAKES A SPECIALTY
We desire patronage and we guarantee first class baking.
207 S. First Street.
Albuquerque.
SIMON

Established in

VT. T. Williams of Gila Bend, Is hav
Ing the time of his life in getting his
title to some business property in

una ilend straightened out. It can
be done, but it will take a great many

1882

FOUND AT LAST

Sole agetits for Casino Canned Goods

Heekln & Co.'s Coffees.
boden's Granite Flour.
Tas.

1m

Woolens laundered without shrinking. We have added to our already well equipped lanndery a .machine with which we can handle
woolens without shrinking. When we are through with thera they
are Just like new. If other laundries shrink them, bring them to u
and we will straighten them out for you.

Staple and Fancy
Groceries
HUlsboro creamery Butter

test

Earth.

IRRIGATION

PUMPING
IS A SUCCESS
Pump
When
Engine

CLARKVILLE PRODUCE CO
HAY, GRAIN AND FEED

Wholesale and Retail
HIDES. PELT 8 AND WOOL

J.

B. MacMANUS.

Mgr.

First Street Both Phones

riRE

INSURANCE.
Secretary Mutual Building
Office at T. c ttaldrldge'a

The

yard.

NINE

PLEAD

10

INFLUX

GUIL1Y
POLYGAMOUS

UVEV

BUT TWO WILL FIGHT INDICT- MENT AND WILL STAND TRIAL,

Nine of the eleven Mormons that
were indicted some time ago for poly
gamy, plead guilty Deiore juoge ouwu
at I'rescott, Arizona, and their sentences will be pronounced December
7th. They were not present, but were
represented by their attorneys.
Those that plead guilty acknowledged at least a technical violation
law, known as
of the
the Edmunds act. In confessing their
guilt, they expect clemency from the
court on the ground that tney entereu
into polygamy before the passage of
the Edmunds act, and that it would
have been inhuman on their part to
have discarded those wives in excess
of those allowed by law, by whom
children had been borne.
Those that plead guilty were: Joseph Fish of Holbrook, Jesse N.
Smith, Joseph W. Smith, Silas Smith
of Snowflake, H. M. Tanner of St.
Joseph, David K. Udall, J. W. Brown,
John P. Rithlisberger of St. Johns,
and Jacob Butler of. Edgar.
'
Levi M. Savage of Woodruff, and
Andrew V. Gibbons of St. John's, were
the only ones- - out of the eleven that
have decided to fight their cases and
the trial is set for December 7.
y

P. A. SPECKMANN OF

TELLS
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CONDITION
VALLEY.
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Dealers In Groceries, Provisions, Hay,
H. 3. No. 6968.
Grain and Fuel.
Department of the Interior, Land Of- Fine line of Imported Wines, Liquors
OcMexico,
New
fice at Santa Fe,
nd Cigars. Place your orders for
tober 31, 1906.
this line with us.
folgiven
that
hereby
the
Notice Is
NORTH THIRD STREET.
lowing named settler has filed notice
proof
final
to
make
of his intention
In support of his claim, and that Bald
REDUCED PRICES
proof will be made before the pro
On Dental Work.
Plates, 18.00;
Mex
New
Albuquerque,
bate clerk at
Gold Crowns, 16.00; Fillings, $1.00
viz.,
6,
1906,
Juan
on
Ico,
December
up. Teeth extracted without pain,
Bautiste Kowemlsneh, of Valencia
50c. All guaranteed.
county. New Mexico, for the S
NWUpNVi SW4. section 28, township
12 north, range 7 west.
He names the following .witnesses
to Drove his continuous residence
upon and cultivation of said land,
viz., Gertrudes Heco, Jose Gonzales,
Bisenta Alonza and Teodoro Powto
B. F. COPP, D. D. S.
all of Lagtina, New Mexico.
Room 17, N. T. Armijo Building.
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Register,

never been brighter.

'Visitors are arrlviag daily," Paid
Mr. Speckmann. "The most of them
are neonlo hunting nermanent loca- tlons in the valley, and coming to
make homestead entries, the filing on

which began yesterday. We have to
send the visitors out In the country to
secure accommodations, as in spite of
the fact that we have a new hotel,
we haven't room for the large influx
of visitors.
"Winter, wheat is looking fine after
the recent rains. Most of the rarmers
only put in about from five to fifteen
acres of wheat as an experiment, but
it has proved such a Buccess that next
season more, will be planted. At present we only have about seventy-fivInhabitants in Estancia proper but
there are over 600 In the precinct,
and this number is being swelled daily
by many settlers. In my opinion the
Estancia valley will be the garden
spot of New Mexico and Estancia will
be the metropolis In years to come."
e

Man's Unselfishness
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Seventeenth Street.

9

DENVER,

Both Phones

J

q

COLORADO

Third and Marquette

--

The Standard Plumbing & Heating Co.
0

I. H. COX, Manager.
Iron Pipe, Iron Pipe Fittings, Brass Fittings and VaWes, Steam and
Hot Water Heating and Gas Fitting. A full line of bath room fix-

0

tures and supplies.
Auto. 'Phone, 671.

0

Don't Be Deceived.
Tha Fuehr Undertaking Company
Do not be deceived by counterfeits
Successors to Edwards ft Fuehr
when you buy Witch Hazel Salve. The
& Co. Is on
name of E. C.
307 West Railroad tanoe.
every box of the getnulne. Piles in Bsth 'Phones.
Oat or Night
their worst form will soon pass away
If you will apply DeWiU's Witch
Hazel Salve night and morning. Best
for Cuts, Burns, Boils, Tetter, Eczema, etc. Miss M. H. . Middleton,
Thehee, 111., says: "I was seriously
afflicted with a fever sore that was
very palnul. DeWItfs Witch Hazel
Salve cured me in a few days. Sold
Dy all druggists.

Storer Gasoline Engines.

Colo. 'Phone, 234

412 W. Railroad Ave.

oooooo O000f
oooooooooo
Unredeemed Diamonds

De-Wi- tt

THE WHOLESALE PRICE. SHOULD
OFFER TO SELL YOU A
AT COf, IT WOULD
still pay you to buy It from us, as we are In a position to sell diamonds that bare been pawned to us at 20 per cent less than retail
Jewelers buy at wholesale.
'
The Man You Can frust
ROSENFIELO, The Pawnbroker.
11
nillrnsil pvoniiA navt itnnr tn tha, Rf Klmn AlbllflUOraue. N M.
Railroad tickets bought and sold transactions guaranteed.
BELOW

YOUR JEWELER
DIAMOND EVEN

HAYGODD
The Cleaner

Will do all your CAJIPBT,
HOUSE and WINDOW CLEANING, and doctor your stove, at
the rate of 25 centa per hour.
Phone Red, 271.
Auto, 530.
311 North Seventh Street 31 1

One or the nfcest places In the city
pool
No. 115 West Raillican," of Leavenworth, Ind., was not Is theavenue.hall.
Call and enjoy
unreasonable, when he ' refused to road
allow the doctors to operate on his
wife, for female trouble.
"Instead,"
Nasal Catarrh quietly yields to treat,
he says, "we concluded to try Electric
Bitters. My wife was then so sick, ttent by Ely's Cream italiu, which is agreeshe could hardly leave her bed, and ably aromatic It is received through the
five (5) physicians had failed to re- nostrils, cleanses and heals the whole sur
lieve her. After taking Electric Bit- faoe over which it diffuses itself. Druggist
ters, she was perfectly cured, and can sell the GOo. size ; Trial size by umil, 10
now perform all tier household du- cents. Test it and yon aro mre to continue
ties." Guaranteed by all druggists the treatment.
Announcement.
price 50c.
To accommodate those who are partial
atomizers in applying liquidf
use
to
of
the
WHEN VQU WANT MILL WORK
DONE, GO TO THE ALBUQUERQUE into the nanal iwnages for eaUtrrhnl tro'i.
bU. the proprietors prepare Cream Lalm in
PLANING MILL.
liquid form, which will be known s Kly't
goods.
Liquors, wines and cordials the Liquid Cream llulm. J'rioe including the
D. C. McWhorter, a negro merchant, finest line In the city. All goods delivpraying tube is 7o cents. JnvijgiHU or vj
and Levi Sanders, a negro saloonist, ered free. Ernest Meyers & Co., 116 mail. The liquid form embodies the uiej.
were In police court yterday to West Silver avenue.
icinal proptrtir of the solid prepaitioo.
answer to the charges of receiving
Btolen property. McWhorter was discharged and Sanders was held to court
In the sum of $1,000.

Bolthoff Mfg. aarf Supply Co.

Gt nra! Building Supplies
S C KEEN DOORS

5fYYYY3

Is often as great as woman s. But
Thos. 8. Austin1, Mgr. of the "Repub-

&

RIO GRANDE LUMBER CO.

7

P. A. Speckmann, editor of the
News, was in Santa Fe Monday on a brief business visit. Speaking of conditions in and around
Mr. Speckmann said that the
outlook for a prosperous season had

UP.

Chattanooga, Tenn., Nov. 15. By the
arrest of Charles Williams, a negro,
it Is thought that the last member
of a gang of thieves that has been
operating in this city for the past
few weeks has been placed In Jail.
Williams was captured at Dayton,
Tenn., by Deputy Sheriff Yarnell. During the past three weeks several saloons and some of the larger wholesale houses in the business center
Suspicion
have been burglarized.
pointed to Charles Prosser, a negro
cabman, as being the leader of the
gang, and following his arrest by the
police several other suspects have
been placed in Jail. The police succeeded In recovering large quantities
stolen
of tobacco, cigars and other
"
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OF
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PUBLICATION.
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and
the
are ALL
RIGHT, WE GUARANTEE our Outfit for 5 years. We are Headquarter!
for Power Pumping Machinery. Send
for Catalogue.

A. E. WALKER,

NOTICE FOR

OF P. O.

0

214 South Second Street.

602 South

Wagons"
"Red
BACK

IMPERIAL LAUNDRY CO

on

Free Delivery.

Orders Solicited.

HAS BEEN BROKEN

MULTITUDE OF NAMES

GROSS, KELLY & CO., INC.

F. G. PRATT & CO.

POLICE BELIEVE BAD GANG

HAVE

BALLING,

f;

ooo

MEL INI & EAKIN,

Wholesale liquor

and

Oar

Dealers

corrective deeds to accomplish it
Exclusive Agents for Yellowstone and O. F. C. Whiskies, Moot
The tangle arose over a popular mis
Chandon Wblta Seal Champagne, St. Louis A. B. C. Bohemian and
GO TO THE
understanding at Gila Bend regarding
Jos. Schllts Milwaukee Bottled Beers, and owners and distributors
the names of a couple of Chinamen
of the Alavarado Whiskey. Write for our Illustrated Catalogue and
who were in business there In the
Price List. Automatic Telephone, 199. Salesroom, 111 Souta First
early days. Their right names were
Street, Albuquerque, New Mexico.
Mua Pau and Tim l.ee. They were1
South of Viaduct, on First Street
the owners of a restaurant. They
were permitted to put up a building
on a lot belonging to F. G. Caruthers.
gave
Mr. Carruthers subsequently
FOR ALL KINDS OF WORK.
them a deed, and that is when tne
trouble began.
In making out the deed, Mr.
G. E. GUSTAFSON, Proprietor.
thinking it was a matter of
G. B. WILLIAMS and F. W. SCHMALMAACK, Proprietors.
O. D1NSDALE
'
no consequence, since the grantees
were a couple of Chinamen, for whom
one name was as good as another,
spelled their cognomens by ear, and
he had not heard correctly, one ot
Boarding Horse a Specialty
For One Week Only I
$10 Pictures for $6
them appears in the instrument as
Astrachan Cloaklngs.
Moon Pow and the other as Lin Tee.
c
r Vc
Fine line of Astrachan Cloakings for
Alter that the names of the Chinamen children's coats, in shades of Green,
SAM KEE
Famous
Paintings
reproduction ot
says that he has lota of pretty e"
l hanged with every change of the Navy and Fancy Mixed, sold up to
weather. No assessor ever got their $2.50 yard, reduced for this
comprising Toys, Indian e'
thlnes.
to
sale
Including Artistic Frame,
paiues alike and they were never en- It.OO yard, at The Golden Rule Dry
lrawnwork, and e'
e
Mexican
Curios.
ONLY!
WEEK
ONE
tered upon the duplicate assessment Goods Co.
Jupaness goods, for Y
Chinese
and
roll even as the assessors hail them.
ALBUQUERQUE, N. M.
117 WEST RAILROAD
AVENUE,
ChrlHtmas.
It is also a singular fact that the
"Mother was lucky" papa bought a
215 South Second Street.
e
Avenue
Railroad
&
West
309
names Were never miscalled twice in gas range.
the same way. The parties who had
business with them seemed to have
exerciser uncommon ingenuity in making as many combinations as possible
umposing their
out of the letiers
names.
Finally they went out of business,
and thev sold their property to Mr,
Williams, who, after holding it for
some years, has found a chance to dispose of it. The Southern Pacific railroad wanted a restaurant in Gila Bend
and a couple of Chinamen were found
here willing to undertake the venture.
Tii.. ruitrna.l iiiiimiinv olieied lliein a
concession in the matter of freight.
All their hiipplies will be carried from
points along the line of the road free
Gut-o- ff
an attractive!
of charee. Thisledwasto the
ileal
ithj
proposition and
Mr. Williams for the former restaur- ,
from Chicago,
ant properly, and that led to the dis-Belen, is 31 miles
N. M.,
Main Line
covet v of the kaleidscopii- names of
Angeles,
El
Old Mexico
City,
the former proprietors. The discovery
at first made it appear that a considerable part of the population of the
Chinese empire had at one time or another been interested in (Sila Bend
realty.
juiblic school house, costt
Of 1.000 businciB and residence lots, size 25x142 feet, laid out with Lroad 80 and
Btreets. with alleys 20 foot wide, with l.eautiful like and public park and grand old sbuili; tr..-.tIf In need of fine liquors for family
Er1,500
ing $16,000; churthes. Commercial club; a population of
Inhabitants; largeat mercantile establishments In New Mexico; the Helen Patent Holler mill, capacity. 150 liarrel daily; lari;e winery; three hotels,
and medicinal purposes, call on
n. ar future cannot be estimated.
nest Meyers & Co., 116 Wrst Silver
Its Importance as a ureat commercial railroad city In
wine, beans and hay In Central New Mexico.
restaurants, etc. Belen is the largest shipping point for wool, flmir. wln-at- ,
avenue.
ALL FAST LIMITED EXPRESS, MAIL AND FREIGHT TRAINS OF THE SANTA FE ROUTE WILL GO OVER THE MAIN LINE THROUGH TO BELEN, EAST AND WEST. NORTH AND SOUTH.

New Planing Mill

Special Machinery

The Williams Drag Co.

HIGHLAND LIVER!
STABLE

ffr'ffr.rf

Prescriptions Always
Compounded by a
Member of the Firm

"FREE

'SJ,Si?

Pennington

bruhn.

--

aa.

(O O MM
O m? ILo ZES
The Future Railroad Metropolis of New Mexico
of The Atchison. Topeka

Located on the Be ten

&

882,

Santa Fe Railway

south of Albuquerque,
of the Santa Fe systemleading east and west
at the junction of the
Paso and
Kansas
Galveston and points east to San Franoisco, Los

The Belen Town and Improvement Company Own the Belen Townsite

;

Nasal

The lots offered are In the conter of the city, well graded, (many of them Improved by cultivation)
liop, etc , etc. Also a
coal and wood yard, dniR stori, harness
modern hotel.
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OUR PRICES OF LOTS ARE LOW AND TERMS ON EASY PAYMENTS; TITLE PERFECT; WARRANTY DEEDS. f
APPLY AT ONCE FOR MAP AND PRICES, IF YOU WISH TO SECURE THE CHOICEST LOTS TO

Ely's Cream Balm
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JOHN BECKER, President
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WM. M. BERGER, Secretary
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ALHUOUEHOUE EVENING CIT1ZE.N

PACE EIGHT.

LOCAL AND

PliJiSONAL
'5

WEATHER INDICATIONS.
Fair tonight and Thursday.
There are snm'1 rheap shoes JA?
look well,but don't wear weUGood

Good

shoes bought at our plare mean shoes
tli.it wear well and Rive saUsfactton.

anoes

We charge

prices,

moderate

biit

you ran depend Jipnn the style, Quality
and fit of our font wear.

AT
Babies' Shoes

60c to $1.25

Glrl'e Shoes

85c to $2.25

to $2.50

Boys Shoe

$1.00

Wamen'i

Shoes
Wwntn'i Slippers

$1.65 to $4 00

Men's Shoes

$1.65 to 14.00

Right
Prices

75c to $2.50

A FALL IN CANNED GOODS.
Especially as to prices 4s certain to
please you. With the Incoming tide
of fresh regetables and fruits, we
must get rid of our canned stock fine
as It is and our reduced prioes will
make them more In a hurry. Mark
you: they're just as good and sweet
as the day they were "put up." but
out they must go, to your great bene
fit. Hurry up if you want any.

F. F. TROTTER
Nos. 118 and 120, South Second St.

OtX50O0Oe0OO000O

Lgmbe?,

rs'

Sascj

Cement and Rex Flintkote
Roofi ng.

Mail Orders Promptly Filled.
LUMBER

ALBUQUERQUE

First and Marquette,

-

CO.

Albuquerque, N. M.

The Triumph of the Piano Maker
There are undoubtedly good qualities In erery standard

THE

piano.

But

GENUINE CHICKERING

The triumphant result of over, SO years of endeavor, is admitted to be
the standard of superiority for every good quality that any piano
could possess.

THE WHITSON MUSIC CO.
114 SOUTH

000000C0
I

STATIONERY.

SECOND 4TREET.

0s0aOs00'

NEXT DOOR TO POSTOFF1CE.

PERIODICALS.

Newcomer Book and Art Store

If Your Boy
Wants an automobile, tricycle or wagon, for Xmas, better come in
and make your selection and leave the order, as the demand is greater
than we anticipated.

SEE OUR WINDOW DISPLAY
HOLIDAY GOODS ARRIVING EVERY
DAY.
COME IN AND LOOK AROUND.

FRAMING.

PICTURE

CIGARS
AND CANDY.

DIAMONDS

When bought right are a good Investment Our prices are right, wi invlu
you to call and examine the beautl ul diamond gooda we
are offering; also

WATCHES,

JEWELRY,

SILVERWARE,

Mall orders reoeWe special attention.
RAILROAD

AVENTJB.

spend-In-

s

Inlted States Marshal C M. Foraker
was apassenger for Santa Fe this
morning.
l'ror. tleorge W. Ramsay of the Albuquerque business College, was a
for Saul a Fe this morning.
passeiigi-K. K. Bliss, purchasing agent for
the American l.imilier company, returned last night from an extended
DEATH CLAIMS GOETZ BABY
eastern trip.
Mrs. Hen Hlho, of Hibo, N. M., made
a flying trip to the city last night, ai
Paul Henry Ooetz, the
riving on No. 8 from the west and re- son of Mr. and Mrs. Henry (ioetz, of
turning on No- 1.
1023 North Second street, died at 5:15
Mrs. Jacob Scully, wife of the Santa o'clock this morning, after a brief illFe storekeeper at Raton, who has been ness with stomach trouble. The litvisiting her parents, Col. and Mrs. tle fellow was an exceptionally
Mennis, of South Arno street, returned bright baby and had never been sick
a day until a week ago. Although
home today.
Attorney John H. Stlngle, after be- all that medical science could do was
ing confined to his home for many done to save Us life, it was of no
weeks by illness, Is able to be up and avail. The child's death Is a sad blow
about again and is receiving the con- to its parents, who have the sympathy
of their many friends in the hour of
gratulations of his friends.
their affliction. The funeral will be
The monthly tea given by the Ladies held
tomorrow afternoon
at 2:30
Aid society of the Presbyterian church o'clock from the family home, Rev.
will be held tomorrow afternoon at W.
BapT. McNeill, pastor of
2:30 o'clock, at the residence of Mrs tist J.church, conducting the the
services,
Cooper, 115 South Walter street.
and burial will be In Fairvlew cemeP. Llenan, of Los Lunas, is in the tery.
Friends of the family are Incity and called at The Citizen office vited to attend the services. From
grass
says
morning.
Ke
hordes
of
this
noon tomorrow until after the funeral,
hoppers have wrought great damage Zeiger's cafe, of which Mr. Ooetz is
neighborhood.
to vineyards in bis
proprietor, will be closed.
Mrs. J. A- - Hubbs entertained a small
party of friends at her hoaue on South
Shakespeare Water Cure.
Third street last night in honor of
Hear the Lyric male quartette, comMrs. A. C. Radel, of Mosston, Mich., posed of Messrs. John Wesley Beane,
who ois to be her guest for several tenor; J. M. Hetherington, tenor; J.
weeks.
Al. M.
Sherman Shavely, baritone;
J. M. Mahboub has purchased the Kring, basso; In all the latest balA. B. C. saloon at 113 North First lads. Hear Ralph Tasher in Macbeth's
street and has entirely overhauled the famous toast.
Lend ear to Joseph Friedberg's imsame. He has also added a restaurant which was opened for business personation of Shylock, and don't miss
Roy Hannan as Othello. Catchy cosyesterday.
electrical effects and scenery.
Walter Thomas Mills, a noted social- tumes,
St. Mary's school hall, November
ist teacher, will lecture in Colombo At
hall on the nights of November 22 and 17, 1905.
23. He will be assisted by the Lyric
male quartette. The lectures will be
v
free of charge.
BERNALILLO HOTEL,
on the
I. J. Shepherd, formerly
V
Bernalillo, N. M.
staff of the Kansas City Journal, who
Mrs. Lulu Silva, Proprietress.
spent yesterday in Albuquerque, left
Rates Reasonable.
last night for Tucson. Arizona, where
.
Y
edigoes
city
position
as
to take a
he
tor on the Arizona Star.
The messengers of the Postal TeleCLOSING OUT SALE
graph company are happy these days.
Of
The occasion is that they have been
MILLINERY,
equipped with their new winter uniOur entire stock of Patterns trimforms. The suits are dark blue, trimmed and untrimmed Hats must be
med with silver buttons.
J. F. Mitchell, ticket auditor for sold before January 1st.
PARKER & FLEMING.
the Santa Fe, and J. E. Baxter, assistant general auditor for the road, are
Don't laugh now. Wait until you
spending the day in the city while en
Broken Hearted Club and Saroute on a pleasure trip to California. see theYoung
Man, at the Elks opera
rah's
Both have headquarters at Topeka.
house, December 1st.
Ira B. Bennett, formerly manager of
the American Lumber company, reFree Thanksgiving Turkeys.
mained here yesterday and left last
Simon Stern, the live Railroad avenight for Chicago, where he goes on nue clothier, has sprung another senimportant business. Mr. Bennett is sation. Mr. Stern doesn't intend to
now located at San Francisco, and re- go Into opposition to the grocery
ports himself doing well.
stores of the city nor the restaurants,
,
but he says that be has clothed the
Hefron", aged forty-fou- r
Edward
years, died yesterday afternoon at his Albuquerque men for such a great
apartments in the Highlands after a number of years that he wants to get
lingering Illness with tuberculosis. Into the game of feeding their famiThe deceased was unmarried and came lies, go beginning today, Mr. Stern
to- Albuquerque
a month ago from will give, free of all charge, a fine big
Wilmington, Del. The remains will dressed turkey with every purchase
of $20 or over. Mr. Stern is to be
be shipped to Wilmington tonight.
The Soutnwestern Secret Service congratulated on his enterprise.
Bureau is the name of a detective
agency which has just been organized
Event
in Albuquerque.
The gentlemen at
the head of the concern are with one
or two exceptions well known officers
the
of the territory. The names of the
promoters will be announced later.
Season
Felix Sllva, a well known merchant
of Bernalillo, spent theay in the city
on business. Mr. Silva announces
that he has Just opened a hotel at
HANDSOME
Bernalillo to be known as the Berna
lillo hotel. The hostelry will be in
charge of his wife, Mrs. Lulu Sllya,
and the rates will be very reasonable.
DESIGNS
Sergeant Riley, of the New York
Pieces for funerals, weddings,
police department, passed through the
and all occasions, executed in a
city last night, having in charge one
thoroughly artistic manner. If you
R, F. Hayes, whom he was taking back
want something out of the ordinto New York to answer to a charge
ary, try us.
of embezzlement. The officer captur
ed his man at Tucson, Arizona, after
THe FLORIST
a chase of fifteen months extending
319
West Santa Fe avenue.
across the continent.
Auto Phone 718.
A team hitched to a heavy wagon
started to run away on Gold avenue,
near The Citizen office, during the
noon hour today and all that prevented a serious runaway was the
presence or mind or a young man 0
whose name could not be learned, who
jumped into the wagon as the team
ran past him and brought it to a stop
CHA3. F. MYERS.
before any damage was done. The
owner of the outfit offered to reward
him but he refused to accept any
money.
The Traction company's line to
was tied up for about two hours
this morning caused by a car jumping
the track at the Alvarado switch. The
car was gotten back on the track at
1 o'clock and traffic resumed without

WE'VE CLOTHED ALBUQUERQUE MEN FOR A GREAT NUMBER OF YEARS
FEED THEIR FAMILIES.

EVERITT

LEADINO

ETC.
JEWELER
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WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 15, AND UNTIL WEDNESDAY.
NOVEMBER
29,
STORE THAT DOE8 THINGS WILL GIVE, ABSOLUTELY FREE OF ANY CHARGE,

A

THE

ChoiceFat, Dressed, Thanksgiving. Turkey

TO ANY PERSON MAKING A PURCHASE AMOUNTING TO $20 OR OVER. TURKEY8
DELIVERED TO ANY ADDRESS WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 29.

WILL

BE
'

GET INTO TELE FEAST
SIMON STERN, The Railroad Avenue Clothier
FREE DEMONSTRATION
There Is fashion in goods as well as
in dress. We are going to give you a
few examples. Armours extract of
beef demonstrator will do It for us.

...Maynard...
THE JEWELER

GOLDEN RULE DRY GOODS CO

begs to announce to His friends
and patrons, that His
FALL STOCK IS ARRIVING DAILY
and tHat for tHe next few days

Chafing dish cookery, dainty soups
and boullllons served to our patrons
all week. It is all free, with our compliments.

V

NOTICE.
to notify the merchants that
responsible
not be
for any debts
contracted by my wife, Mrs. Bertha
Conley, from this date,
November 15, 1905.
J. K. CONLEY.
This

new and tasty designs
Jewelry and Silverware andin Handsome Holiday goods will be added
to stocK. You are cordially
invited to call whether
you purchase or not.
South Second Street.
ALBUQUERQUE,

Is

I will

TOO LATE TO CLASSIFY
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WANTED Girl or woman for private
hand laundry. Good wages. Call
Immediately. 923 South High street.
FOR RENT Furnished rooms; no Invalids wanted. No. 502 Mountain
road.
ALBUQUERQUE DANCING
FOR RENT Furnished rooms; no inACADEMY.
valids taken. No. 203 West TIJeras
Open Saturday nights at Col-e- "
avenue.
otnbo hall. Instructions from 8
FOR SALE Two new Burr brooders,
to 9 o'clock. Social
dancing
capacity 200. Cost $10.00 each. Also if fiiom 9 to 12 o'clock.
120 chickens, mostly Leghorns' and
A A J!
Plymouth Rocks.
P. Lienau, Los
Lunas, N. M.
Silk Lansdowne in latest
evening shades. Regular $1.25 yd.
Our polishes will make your shoes value; reduced for this sale to 95c
wear longer, besides improving their yd., at The Golden Rule Dry Goods Co.
looks 100 per cent; 10c, 15c and 25c
packages. We also have a full line
A full line of liquors, wines and corof laces for high and low shoes. C. dials. Family trade a specialty.
ErMay's shoe store, 314 West Railroad nest Meyers & Co., 116 West Silver
avenue.
Avenue.

trrTTTTirrinrrr
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N. M.

REPAIR 8HOP.
Stoves repaired and set up; furnl
ture set up and crated for shipment.
Rear of Walton's drug store.
L. H. SHOEMAKER.
Hot Tamales.
Hot Tamales, Chill Con Carne, Oysters, Coffee and Chocolate served
from 6 p. m. till midnight at Stevens'
Candy Kitchen, 211 South Second

street.

Fancy Velour Waistlngs In Green,
Navy and Brown, white polkadot pattern, sold up to 90c yard, choice for
this sale, 60c yard, at The Golden Rule
Dry Gotds Co.

PLUMBING
STEAM AND HOT WATER HEATING
Call and Examine the Beautiful Gooda
Displayed in Our Sample Rooms

ll 21

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL HARDWARE
Farm Implements, Pumps, Pipe and Fittings, Hose,
Belting, Packing, Engines, Boilers, Steam Pumps,
Harness, Saddles, Leather, Ranch Supplies. V.1t for Prices

FLORAL

.;

LARGEST STOCK IN THE SOUTHWEST

WHITNEY COMPANY

IVES,

7

ooooooooooo

South FinJ Street J

North Firit Street

401-4- 03

o o o

o

o o

E. J. POST

OO.

fc

Proprietors

HARDWARE

WHOLESALE

oooo
WM. M'INTOSH.

RETAIL

Ba-rel- as

We Carry "The Best" Heaters

CALL AND SEE OUR FINE LINE. WE WILL SAVE YOU MONEY.
AND GREAT WESTERN HEATERS. RADIANT HOME, AMERICAN

m

MEAL, JOHN VAN AND PACIFIC STEEL

RANGES.

GALVANIZED

SHEET IRON HEATERS.

and Ranges

COLE'S "HOT BLAST," "TUBULAR" HOT DRAFT, MOUNTAIN OAK
HOME BASE BURNERS. SUPERIOR QUICK
GEM AND PERFECT
AND JAPANED COAL HODS, FIRE SHOVELS, POKERS, ETC.
COLE'S HOT BLAST.

0
t

WE HAVE JUST RECEIVED A NEW. STOCK
AND AMMUNITION.

Men's Overcoats, neat grey effects, $15
Others at $12.50, $16.50, $18. $20, up to $30

OF

RIFLES, SHOTGUNS

WE INVITE THE TRADE TO INSPECT THEM.

WE CARRY THE MOST COMPLETE STOCK
BREAD MAKERS, CAKE MAKERS.

E. L. WASHBURN CO.
West Gold Ave.
122 South Second St.
0

No. 215

West Railroad Avenue

. .

--

V

m

CHOPPERS,

OF FOOD

FAMOUS STUDEBAKER WAGONS AND BUGGIES.
MACHINISTS' TOOLS A SPEC ALTY.

THE

119

NOW WE WILL

BEGINNING

-

Bear This in Mind
The $15 suits we are selling look like more dollars
than the amount you are
asked to pay represents.

15, 1905.

THANKSGIVING TURKEYS

-

65c to $2.75

Men'i Slippera

Rev. J. T. Heap, of Sablnal, is
the day in the city.

further Interruption during the day.
This Is the first ti" up of any consequence for some time.
Mrs. E. 11 Harsch, of South Broad- way, celebrated a birthday yesterday
and last night e was the victim of a
very cleverly arrnnged surprise parly.
The merry makers came early In the
evening, bringing well filled lunch
baskets, arid remained until a late
hour. .Mrs. llarseh was the recipient
of an elegant cut glass fruit dish.
Charles liond, a clerk In the office
of Santa Ke Storekeeper Custer, left
this morning for Chicago, where he is
called by tin- - death of bis father. Mrs.
Bond, mother of Charles,
left last
night for Chicago In answer to a telegram saying her husband was not expected to live. A telegram was received during ihe night announcing
his death.

WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER

mm

Albuquerque, New Mexico
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